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ABSTRACT 
The use of children in war is one of the most universally condemned human rights abuses in the 

world, yet a lru·ge number of children are cmTently believed to be fighting in over 30 conflicts 

around the globe. While many of them die before they are released, others escape, are rescued or 

are returned by their captors. These children then face the daunting task of being rehabilitated 

and reintegrated into society. Despite the broad nature of the issue, and its huge individual and 

societal impacts, relatively little is known about child victims of war, their time in service and 

their experience() r reintegration. 

The Uganda government with hundreds ofNon-Govemmental Organizations (NGO) is assisting 

child victims of war in northem Uganda, however, there's still a limited impact on the situation. 

Formerly abducted children still face tremendous amounts of difficulty upon their retum to 

society and remain invisible in policy making and practice. As s uch, this research seeks to 

understand the challenges and experiences faced by these children while in captivity as well as 

upon their return to family and community. Previous research with child victims of war has 

documented varying outcomes among this group of a war affected society, suggesting that the 

processes of ending the conflict in northern Uganda are talcing place. However, not enough has 

been focused on building evidence specifically around the concrete reasons and ways in which 

the government and all stakeholders involved arc protecting, rehabilitating and reintegrating the 

child victims of war. 

This research therefore shows how a number of children were abducted and their livelihood upon 

return. It highlights the resi lience of these children in the midst of conflict and their strong will 

and ability to rebui ld their Jives. 

The thesis describes the experiences of the Acholi and Lango child victims of war within the 

Lord 's Resistance Almy (LKA), and upon return to thei r families and community, and offers a 

critical look at all efforts made by all the stakeholders involved in the reintegration and 

rehabilitation of these children. It also provides suggestions and recommendations on how to 

improve and create successfu l outcomes in protecting the children of northern Uganda. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

1 .1. Location and Ethnic Compositi.on 

There are 56 differen t ethnic groups living in Uganda and none seem to have the majority. 

Independence was granted to Uganda in I 962 and for the past 20 years a series of coups and one

party states emerged. Yoweri Museveni (the current president) wrestled power from Milton 

Obote in 1986 and has been president ever since. The country, to a certain degree, has enjoyed 

economic success. One staying in the capital city Kampala, one would think all is well in this 

country. However, there is a war oftetTor and intimidation occuning in Uganda. For two decades 

the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) has waged a war in northern Uganda. The LRA is a rebel 

organization that came into existence in 1986. This organization is led by Joseph Kony, a 

charismatic dictator who has no clear ideology other than incoherent statements regarding the 

rule ofUganda through the 10 commandments (Denholm, 2005). 

With the changing nature and proliferation of conflicts following the end of the cold war, 

children have increasingly become victims· of warfare. These children are recmited either 

forcef·uJly or volunta1ily. For the LRA, children have become a ripe recruiting ground from 

which it grows its ranks. Since the rebellion began, the LRA has abducted thousands of children 

and forced them to work as soldiers, sex slaves, and bondservants, with many fo rced to kill loved 

ones in order to break off family relations and dissuade future desertions. These children are 

mistreated and forced to commit unspeakable atrocities against their fellow abductees and family 

(HRW, 2008). 

A child victim of war (Boy, 14) narrates, "In the bush, the rebels would beat us; they would even 

beat all of us without mercy though it was just one person wlzo committed the crime. We would 

also be made to cany heavy loads on our heads for long distances". 

Girl, 16 narrates, "1 was raped by two of the rebels in the bush, it was the commander and 

another soldier. I cried and pleaded with them to stop .... they cut me and they put cocaine inside 
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the wound, after which they tied it with a cloth ... .. !felt numb and my head started turning. That 

is the time the second soldier started raping me. " 

Various scholars state that a large number of former child soldiers have witnessed someone 

being ki lled; killed another person; and/or were involved in abducting other chi ldren (UN 

Clu·onicle, 2004). Children experience war at a very personal level. They become combatants 

and as such they not only become fighters on the frontline, but also p lay other roles such as those 

of spies, cooks, laborers and messengers, while girls also become sex slaves; child mothers and 

wives (Veale & Dona, 2007, UNICEF, 2005, Machel, 1996). 

The UN chronicle records that while in captivity with the LRA, over one third of the girls 

surveyed were raped and had conceived chi ldren. Children of war are often blamed for their 

involvement in the atrocities commjtted, and their psychological recovery and reintegration 

process can be complicated (UN Chronicle, 2004). 

1.1.1. War in Acholi 

The war in Acholi land has taken many twists and turns and has lasted for over 20 years. When 

the National Resistance Army (NRA) under Yoweri Musevcni seized control of Uganda in 1986, 

it ruled the countly through a "one -party system" (Lamwaka, 2002). Disheartened Acholi, 

unable to have a voice in Musevcni's government, left the ranks of the militaty in droves. These 

f01mer military soldiers stru.ied a resistance force, the Uganda People's Democratic Army 

(UPDA), led by Brigadier Odong Latek. Later that same year the NRA launched an offensive 

against the Acholi UPDA to punish "those soldiers who had left Kampala with their weapons" 

Demoralized and having fa iled to gain any so1t of initiative, the UPDA resistance floundered 

(Briggs, 2005). 

As the UPDA declined, Alice Lakwena fom1ed the Holy Spirit Movement (HSM). Mobilizing 

small groups of soldiers desserting NRA and UPDA, Lakwena began building a small army 

based on political disenfranchisement, local spiritual ideology and powerful Christian beliefs. 

Under the guidance of Lalcwena, the HSM proved to be a formidable force. By the end of 1986 

there were claims of 18000 soldiers under her command (Allen, 2006). 
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Acholi support for the HSM grew, particularly within the youth of northern Uganda. Religion 

plays a major role among the Acholi, even when it comes to war. Spirituality and witchcraft were 

used to seemingly protect Lakwena's soldiers as they fought against the government of 

Museveni. These precautions and commandments achieved overwhelming initial success. Many 

believed that Alice indeed possessed spiritual power and she gained strong support (Otunnu, 

2006). When soldiers were kjlled in battle, she explained that they had died because they were 

impure and had not followed her orders faithfully. The HSM was defeated in 1987 in Jinj a. Alice 

Lakwena and some of her followers fled to Kenya, where she reportedly lived at the dadoob 

camp in northern Kenya (V ealc and Starvru, 2007). 

From the ashes of UPDA and the collapse ofHSM rose Joseph Kony. He recrui ted the remnants 

of the two previous movements and formed his own organization. Kony called his movement 

the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) in 1991 (Harvey, 2003). The LRA began as a small unit that 

no one took seriously including the Achol i themselves. The number ofLRA fighters varies, since 

the rebel group is based in Sudan and a couple of hundred cross the border at one time. Suffice to 

say that they have numbered as low as one hundred to as many as several thousand (Baines, 

2007). Early in the conflict, when the LRA presented themselves at villages looking for food 

supplies, they were driven away by the local populace witl1 stones and agricultw·al implements. 

As the conflict waged on, and as many local children were abducted by Kony, the population 

began to give the rebel force food and clothing when they came to raid villages at night (Akello 

and Reis, 2006). 

By the 1990s, however, the LRA rebellion that had started as a northem movement against the 

government of Uganda had devolved into a pseudo-mystical teiTorist operation. The LRA 

according to Baines, (2007) was largely funded by the Govemment of Sudan and sustained itself 

by kidnappings of children in northem Uganda and southern Sudan. The LRA captured more 

than 30,000 children in the period 1990-20 I 0. These children have been held hostage as soldiers, 

sex slaves, and bondservants, with many forced to kill loved ones to break off family relations 

and dissuade future desertions. To avoid this grim fate, an estimated 35,000 "night commuters" 

walk miles each evening from their villages to sleep in the relative safety of town centers (Stover 

et al, 2007). 
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Allen, (2005), argues that the humarutarian·and developmental consequences of the conflict are 

en01mous. The fighting has generated some 1.8 million internally displaced persons (IDPs) most 

of whom are children and has caused the physical destruction of most socio-economic 

infrastmcture in northern and eastern Uganda. Despite continued efforts to improve social 

welfare, poverty levels remain high in these regions, in stark contrast to the economic growth 

and poverty reduction that can be seen in the rest of the country. 

Me Intyre (2001) goes on to argue that the Government of Uganda has employed several means 

to end the armed conflict using such methods as military campaigns, dialogue with rebel groups, 

cooperation with neighboring countries such as Sudan, Rwanda and the DRC, and presidential 

pardons. Although such attempts have resu lted in many of these rebel groups being defeated or 

renouncing anned conflict, others continue to undermine government capacities to enforce law 

and order, mainly in northern and eastern Uganda. Several peace negotiations under intemational 

auspices have yielded little progress to date. 

1.1.2. Uganda Government 

The government of Uganda has attempted to put down the rebellion in northern Uganda with 

military power and negotiations. By 2008, the UPDF had launched 6 militru·y offensives starting 

with "Operation North'' in 1991. This operation succeeded in dimjnishing the capabi lity of the 

LRA; attacks by Kony against the population were few in 1992 and 1993 (HRW, 2008). Several 

attempts have been made at a peaceful settlement to the conflict. In 1994 an Acholi minister, 

Betty Bigombe, was appointed to represent the government in peace talks with the LRA (Allen, 

2006). She managed to broker a tentative peace deal witb Joseph Kony, which seemed to be 

promising. However, Museveni quickly gave the LRA an ultimatum to surrender within seven 

days and tum themselves in to govemment forces. The LRA did not wait for the seven days to 

expire; the killings and abductions resumed after 3 days (HRW, 2003). 

"Operation Iron Fist" (2003 and 2004) was the last major offensive of the UPDf against the 

LRA. These offensives were launched across the border into Sudan in an attempt to disrupt 

Kony's base camps. These were met with mixed results. Reports state that although the UPDF 
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claimed to have liberated about 2000 chi ldren during the two iron fist operations, another 5,000 

were abducted during the same time frame (HRW, 2003). 

The Parliament of Uganda enacted a comprehensive Amnesty Act on 1 January 2000, and this 

was endorsed by the Govemment of Uganda on 17 January 2000. Since then, any Ugandan 

wishing to abandon rebellion will be granted amnesty, without risk of criminal prosecution or 

punishment in a national comt for offenses related to the insurgency (Liu Institute for Global 

Issues, 2005). 

1.2. Statement of the Problem 

The rehabilitation and reintegration of children of war has not been properly coordinated and 

given the urgent attention it deserves. The majority of ex-child soldiers live a life characterized 

by emotional , cultural , psychological, social and economic hards hips. Therefore, there is an 

urgent need for effective and workable solutions towards the reintegration and rehabilitation of 

the war affected children of Northern Uganda. 

1.3. Aim of the Study 

The ai m of the study is to examine challenges and obstacles hindeting effective reintegration and 

rehabilitation of child victims in northern Uganda. 

1.4. Objectives of the Study 

The objective of thjs study is to determine the success of the current rehabilitation and 

reintegration programs for fonner child so ldiers in n01them Uganda. Success is determined not 

only by the ex-combatants themselves, but by the other stake holders in the process as wel l. 

These additional stake holders include but are not limited to: the general population; the families 

of chi ldren; the international and local organizations involved i11 the process; and, the community 

leaders. The study will be framed by two main objectives: 

Examining the experiences of fonnerly abducted cruldren fi·om the moment of abduction, 

through captivity and their retwn to no1them Uganda. 

Identifying the best workable intervention practices for reintegration. 
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The relevance of these objectives allows for the exploration of the reintegration experiences and 

efforts canied out by each stakeholder involved in the reintegration process. The research 

objectives will also aim at understanding the complexities of reintegration and rehabilitation that 

come with the horrendous effects of abduction, violations and general war conditions to which 

children fall victim. 

Key Q uestions to be asl<cd 

The proposed research seeks to answer the following questions; 

• What possible measures could be used to enhance the effective reintegration of war 

children? 

• What are the challenges facing the reintegration of chi ld-victims into society in northern 

Uganda? 

• What arc the cun·ent efforts canied out on the effective reintegration of war victims? 

These research questions aim at understanding the complexities of reintegration that come with 

the traumatizing effects of abduction, vio lations and general war conditions of which children 

become a part. The relevance of the basic and subsequent research questions is that the questions 

allow for the exploration of the reintegration experiences of not only the fotmerly abducted 

children at the reception centers, and in the community including schools, but also of GO 

workers at the reception centers, parents, members of the entire community and teachers as well. 

From these objectives, one hopes to build a complete and coherent picture of what is working 

well within tile current programs, what challenges still exist, and identify possible measures 

towards effective rehabilitation and reintegration. 

1.5 . Hypothesis 

Methods and efforts employed by Ugandan government and its stakeholders remain a challenge 

in effectively reintegrating and rehabilitating the child victims of war in northern Uganda. 

1.6. Significance of the study 

The researcher originates from the Nortbem part of Uganda in Lira district. Lira district was one 

of the regions in Northern Uganda that fell victim to the attacks of the Lord's Resistance Army. 
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Her early contact with ChildrenNictims of war (some of whom were friends and family) has 

generated an interest in pursuing workable strategies that wi ll enable effective rehabilitation and 

reintegration issues, and this interest grew tremendously when a very close friend, who studied in 

Aboke secondary scbool.in n011bern Uganda, was abducted by the LRA rebels in 1999. Her 

return from the war in 2008 influenced the researcher's desire and concern to address the plight 

o[ these voiceless and innocent victims of war. The abducted girl is just one of thousands of 

children who were abducted. Just like most of the young girls, she was forced into bearing 

ch ildren at a tender age by the rebels eluting the war. 

The researcher hopes that her academic endeavor will contribute to connecting war child 

reintegration and rehabilitation issues to the broader agenda of conflict transformation and peace 

building. As a native of this region, the researcher's goal is to ensure that the plight and voices of 

the often absent victims is heard with the hope that the government, scholars and policy makers 

could use these voices in creating comprehensive measures and p olicies to protect victims of 

violent conflict. 

1. 7. Research Methodology 

To gain insights into the previously mentioned issues, qualitative research methodology will be 

used. Pajares (1997) describes qualitative methodology as a design used in order to obtain 

natTative and rich dcsctiptions. The usc of a quali tative research is important because it wi ll 

examine the nuances of the resettlement experiences of child v ictims of war, their involvement 

with family, other social relationships and social cultural activities upon return. 

Furthermore, it will also a llow for the chi ldren's stories to be to ld in their individual tone, 

context and affect. By nan·ating their own stories, the child victims will relate not only to the 

conflict but also reintegration issues at national and community levels as well as the difficulties 

and fears about reintegration. Jn this sense, the child victim's own voice in letting one know thei r 

expetiences allows fo r a deeper unders tanding of their predicament. 

1 .7.1. Population 

Identification of a research population that best conesponds to the study is ctitical. In view of the 

cun·ent study, formerly abducted children and youth aged between 11 and 18 will be selected for 
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the study. In addition to the formerly abducted ch ildren, a number of key informants will be 

consulted so as to acqujre information on previous return and reintegration processes, and on any 

challenges facing these local processes. These key informants will include child protection and 

UN agency workers and community elders. 

1.7.2. Sample size and Selection Method 

The samples will consist of child victims of war aged between 7 to 18 years in Gulu and Lira 

districts. These districts represent the majority of the war affected population and exposure to 

confl ict. Child victims below the age of? years and the abductees who have not yet retumed will 

not be included in the sample. The inclusion of community respondents will provide a holi stic 

and multi dimensional view of reintegration and rehabilitation challenges. Selection criteria of 

community members will include community elders, families of the victims, social workers and 

NGO's. Sample size wi ll be 160 participants. 

1.7.3. Data Collection Methods 

Qualitative data will be collected through audio taped face-to-face interviews. Descriptive 

information such as length of time at residence, gender, age and sex will be asked from each 

participant. An interview guide will be used to encourage participants to tell tJ1eir stories about 

the resettlement process, their concerns, practices and rituals related to their rehabilitation and 

reintegration as well as efforts and actions on the part of individuals within the community. All 

interviews and discussions will be conducted in the local language. 

Individual interviews - the data collected from the study will be supplemented with separate 

s ingle interviews with the abducted children. During these interviews a series of issues will be 

add ressed. The questions will be designed to explore their experiences of capture, the length of 

time in captivity, and their subsequent return and reintegration into the community, the type of 

support they received, whether they lived with family or the reception centers, or neither, any 

psychological trauma such as nightmares, anxiety, suicidal thoughts, to mention but a few. 

Focus Group discussions - these discussions will be attended separately by boys and girls and 

with facilitators who will help the chi ldren address a series of questions designed to explore the 
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children's experiences of capture, time in ·captivity, what problems they had encountered and 

whether and how they had resolved these; the quality of their peer re lationships; and any benefits 

they had derived from their captivity. In addition the children will be asked for their views on 

reception centers and how they would design a project to benefit future child/youth returnees 

from the LRA. Futther, discussions and interviews with adults in the communities and affected 

fami lies wi ll also be carried out in order to throw light on the contributions and challenges that 

they face in reintegrating and rehabilitating the formerly abducted children. 

Secondary sources such as journals, articles, books, newspapers a nd internet sources will be 

visited for data collection. ln addition, a review of documents like reports, publications, 

international and national laws related to promoting the reintegration of tl1e children of war will 

also be used. The researcher will seek the permission of relevant authorities in carrying out the 

research by arranging a convenient time duting which the relevant respondents wou ld be 

available to complete the stud y. 

1.7 .4. Data Analysis 

Scholars state that data ana lysis is the applie;ation of logic to understand and interpret the data 

that has been collected about a subject, (Churchill, 2002). As a result data collected will be 

clustered according to each approach used in order to develop a theory of common roles utilized 

to influence effectiveness of reintegrat ion and rehabilitation efforts. 

Upon return, audio taped interviews will be tnnscribed to clearly articulate the infotmation 

provided by the partEc ipants. The interviews will further on be coded and emerging similarities 

within each intervie"'.r and between the interviews will be looked for. Sample demographics will 

be summarized and a thematic analysis will be made on the narrative data. Discussions and 

documented review, the information gathered will be categorized and tabulated to address the 

purpose of the study. 

In order to va li date tlbe data and strengthen findings from the study, the system of triangulation 

will be used. Triangulation uses multiple methods to ensure that each phenomenon is thoroughly 

examined from diffe1rent perspectives. In addition, children's views and suggestions for futu re 

retum and reintegration projects will be hi ghly considered. 
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For the quantitative information, the findings reported will be based on factual infonnation 

provided by the respondents. Researcher will check questionnaires for completeness and the data 

collected and compiled will be subj ected to statistical analysis using the statistical package for 

social sciences (SPSS). Here the researcher will ensure that data presentation and discussion is 

facilitated by the use of tables, graphs and charts. All infom1ation generated from the 

interpretation of both sets of data wi ll form the basis for compiling the findings. 

1.7.5. Scope and Limitations of the Study 
The lindings from this study will be subject to the following limitations; 

• In tem1s of coverage, two districts will be targeted. These are Gulu and Lira districts; tl1is 

choice is based on tbe fact that they hold the highest number of chi ld1·en affected by the 

war. 

• ln the above mentioned districts, two IDP (Internally Displaced People) camps in Gulu 

and one TOP camp in Lira wi ll be visited for data collection. Child protection agencies 

and community town councils will also be visi ted Cor data collection. 

• Views will be gathered from child victims of war, child protection/social workers (in the 

field of reintegration and rehabilitation), community elders and affected fami lies. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

INTRODUCTION 

This literature review is written to highlight specific arguments and ideas in the current field of 

study. By highlighting these arguments, the writer attempts to show what has been studied in the 

field , and also where the weaknesses, gaps, or areas needing further study are. This chapter 

reviews the literature on the reintegration and rehabi litation of former childrenlvicti~s of war. 

Rehabilitation and reintegration programs for former chjld combatants are a relatively new 

phenomenon. Yet the literature now demonstrates that the absence of such programs places these 

children at greater tisk of re-abduction by former forces, either voluntary or through coercion. 

The review will therefore demonstrate to the reader why the writer's research is useful, 

necessary, impottant, and valid. 

2.1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1.1 Ecological theory 

Social ecology theory emphasizes the interactions and transactions between people and their 

envi ronment in order to foster healthy interdependency between the two elements (Ungar, 2002). 

The aim is to assess the resources and opportunities an environment provides for the safety, 

growth, development and health of individuals and farrulies (Salecbcy, 2001). 

Wei! (2005) suggests the theory describes structures and their functions while examining the 

processes within and between structures and boundaries with the priJnary objective of 

understanding stability. As en vironment exerts a very strong influence on the individual and vice 

versa, it is important to understand the type of influence exerted on these young children when 

they retum. This involves an understanding of the experiences, perspectives and assets of the 

individual, fami ly and community, as well as the political nature of the environment. 

Factors which may impact reintegration include: ind ividual characteristics of the child/youth and 

family, siblings, and peers both former child soldiers and those who were not abducted but who 

were still affected by war, elders, leaders, etc. Important ecosystem factors could include: the 
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community, local or indigenous support and services, culture, tradition, religion, IDP camps, 

NGOs, and intemational support and services. Influences may include: tribe, politics, the LRA, 

govemment, international community, and national as well as international econorrucs. 

Although a central tenet and criticism of ecological theory is adaptation to one's environment, 

and by default promoting the status quo, Weil (2005) suggests that the01ies focusing on stability 

and centrality are important in many community practice situations; she writes, "achieving 

sufficient stability and ·sense of membership is necessary for a community to act on its own 

behalr' (p. 93). Promoting stability within the community through leadership and capacity 

building is essential if children are to be granted acceptance and access to the opportunities that 

exist for other community members. These children must be given the opportunity to grow and 

learn like any other child, as well as the opportunity to demonstrate the capacity to actively 

contribute to the well-being of the community. Overall, it is imperative to understand how each 

system, and the factors contained within those systems, enhance or inhibit reintegration success. 

2.1.2. Empowerment theory 

Empowerment means different things to different people. In its simplest form, empowerment is 

defined by Minkler (1990) as the process by which individuals and communities gain mastery 

over their lives. 

Rappaport (1987) uses a similar definition while adding democratic participation in the life of 

their community and a critical understanding of their environment. Empowerment links 

individual sh·engths and competencies, natural helping systems and proactive behaviors to social 

policy and social change (Rappaport, 1990). 

Empowering child victims of war is an intentional, ongomg process centered in the local 

community, involving mutual respect, critical reflection, caring and group pruticipation through 

which people lacking an equal share of valued resources gain greater access to and control over 

those resources. 

Wallenstein (1992) would add that the goals of empowerment would be increased individual and 

community control, political efficacy, improved quality of community life and social justice. 
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One of the most important gaps in the literature is the strengths and skills associated with 

children retuming from the LRA. Empowerment theory compels researchers to think in terms of 

wellness versus illness, comp etence versus deficits, and strength versus weaknesses (Perkins and 

Zimmerman, 1995). Empowerment research ~ocuses on identifying capabilities instead of 

cataloguing risk factors, and exploring environmental influences of social problems instead of 

blaming victims. 

Empowerment research and processes are lacking in northern Uganda. F1:om the literature it is 

evident that the international community has been focused on providing services and support to 

returned children/youth and affected civilians, rather than strengthening existing services and 

supports that will be sustainable once the mandates of the NGOs are fulfil led. 

The reintegration of former child-soldiers in N01thern Uganda is an urgent imperative. As 

highlighted by Williamson (2005: 185-205) the impacts of war and associated disruptions to 

normal life have profound effects on children. Many children experience displacement, fear and 

stigmatization. They also lose access to basic material resources, health services and schooling. 

Child soldie1ing damages social networks, impedes peace building and threatens both economic 

and social stability. 

Tt is, therefore, important to gain a better understanding of how children are affected by their 

association with armed forces and what kind of assistance will enable their successful 

rehabilitation and reintegration back into civilian life. 
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2.2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

The reintegration of fernier chi ldren of war in .northern Uganda is an urgent imperative. As 

high lighted by Williamson (2005) the impact of war and associated disruptions to normal life 

have profound effects on children. Many children experience displacement, fear and loss of 

access to basic material resources, health services and schooling. Child soldiering damages social 

networks, impedes peace building and threatens stability. ll is, therefore, important to gain a 

better understanding of how children are affected by their association with armed forces and 

what kinds of assistance enable their successful reintegration into civilian life. 

The issue of reintegration is critical so as to ensure that cycles of violence and conOict are not 

perpetuated. It is crucial to secure the long-term sustainability of interventions, and to supp01i 

and invest in the capacity of national and international authorities to assume their lead 

responsibility in caring for these children. 

With regard to the children of war, available ,literature can be classified into several categories; 

books, journals, articles, case law as well as onliJ1c a1ticles dealing with children of war in 

Northern Uganda and Africa as a whole. For instance, authors such as Me Kay & Mazurana, 

(2004) emphasize the importance of rehabilitation and reintegration of child soldiers; to these 

authors, reintegration is like restructuring the wider society. Sources on child soldiers in general 

and child victims of waT in p articular are books by; Akello, Richters and Reis (2006), Wessels 

(2006), Allen and Schomerus (2006), Annan, Annan et al (2006), Baines, (2006), Odeh and 

Sullivan (2004) to mention but a few. These authors show concem about the p light of children in 

post conflict situations placing emphasis on reintegration of chi ld soldiers in general. 

A group of other authors, Me Kay (2004). Mazurana (2004) Carlson & Kasper (2002) and 

Temmcm1an (2001) agree with the above school of thought, but they further to criticize the 

avai lability of literature or documentation concerning the plight of each particular sex. They 

submit that systematic collection and analysis of data for each sex is needed to better identify the 

scope of children worldwide concerning their participation in armed conflict and their specific 
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needs. However, they do not show the inequality of, for instance female chi ldren against males, 

or older children against much younger ones in terms of educational opportunities and access to 

other reintegration resources . 

. 
Others authors include: Baines et a! (2006), Stark (2005) Wessels (2006) Friedman et a1 (2000), 

Jareg (2005), Machel (2001), Brett and Specht (2004) and Honwana (2005). This school 

acknowledges the true scale and horTor experienced by children in conf11ct, the long-term 

impacts of these experiences and the extent to which these alfect their reintegration back into 

the communi ty. They assert that the problem of reintegration of chi ldren of war into society and 

adhering to civilian peacetime values remains a serious conccm. There is a general consensus 

that conventional reintegration programs have not met their needs. However, they fail to 

emphasize on the specific rights violated when they are excluded from reintegration programs 

and governmental commitments to fulfill p rotection of their rights. 

Theoretically speaking, discourse in this area is relatively small. This dissertation hopes to add 

to the existing literature. NWU 
LIBRARY 

Reintegration is the most difficult phase of any disannament demobilization or rem egr · 

(DDR) process. Chi ldren, especially girls, are not always considered to be fuJI members of an 

armed force or group nor are DDR staff properly trained to identify them and cater for their 

needs. As a result, children do not get access to essential services. Sometimes children 

themselves do not want to be identified as coming from an anned force or group, in order to 

avoid discrimination against them. Some may not know they have the tight to benefit from any 

kind of support, for instance, children who flee and hide, and consider themselves deserters 

(Stark, 2005, Machel, 200 I). 

The challenge is to encourage girls and boys to benefit from reintegration and rehabilitation 

programs while avoiding any damaging effects. Girls face great difficulties during the process of 

being accepted back into their families and communities, wi th girl mothers and their children 

experiencing the highest levels of rejection and abuse upon return. Girls have complex 

relationships with men within the fighting forces, including their former captors; during 

reintegration phases, these relationships need to be dealt with in sensitive ways to ensure that the 
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girls' rights are upheld and that they remain secure. Many girls want to return to their education 

or receive training to be economically self-sufficient (Onen, 2005, Lamwaka, 2002). 

2.1.1. CHILD VICTIMS OF WAR IN NORTHERN UGANDA 

The LRA initially consisted of adults, but as time went on, chi ldren were forcefully recruited into 

Kony's army. It is difficult to asce1tain how many children have been abducted. Numbers vary, 

~~t estimates of upwards of 25000 children abducted arc not uncommon. If one takes into 

account the children that have come to the World Vision rehabilitation center in Gulu (15,000) 

and Gulu Save the Children Organization (8000), the numbers of abducted children are 

staggering (Veale and Starvru, 2005). 

The first abductions of children began in 1987 at the Sacred Healt boarding school. In June that 

year, several girls were taken from the dormitory (Temmerman, 2001). One report argues that 

upwards of 90% of the LRA soldiers now are children (Briggs, 2005). These abductions were the 

beginning of a savage and bmtal war where children are still being utilized as a tool to instill fear 

and terror in the Acholi people. 

As stated by Allen (2006), 

" ....... the abduction of children has been a deliberate strategy- a weapon of choice. Like 

rape, it bas been used systematically and selectively to terrorize the population. 

Indoctrinating impressionable young people and making them do terrible things. such as kill 

their own paTents, inverts the moral order and shows the power of the LRA". 

Raids made by the rebel soldiers of the Lord's Resistance Army from their base in southern 

Sudan into Uganda hardly register on the global scale of conflict. Instead of these rebels 

confronting those of their stated enemy (the government of Uganda), they make war instead on 

the people from whom they themselves come. Rebels anive in villages in the dead of the night to 

steal food and clothes and to punish anyone they suspect of collaborating wilh the regime. 

Collaborating may simply mean owning a bicycle or being a teacher in the local school. 

Punjshment may mean death or mutilation (Me Intyre, 200 I). 
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The prac tice which gives this conflict its unique and most dreadful fi avor is that the rebel army 

survives by feeding on the children of the Acholi people; the c hildren which their cultural 

traditions demand protection. Rebels abduct chi ldren and use them as pack an imals to catTy their 

loot. The lucky ones are sent home with warnings that they should di scuss their experiences. The 

others are taken on tbeir journey back to the Sudan. Two thirds of these children are boys who 

become slaves and conscripts, the cannon fodder of any future raids . Girl s may also be given a 

gun and told to fight, but most are given the title 'wives' . The girl child is a slave sexually and 

domesticall y, taken against her will despite her age (Hovil and Quinn, 2005). 

Not only that, children who are too young and weak to keep up with the rebels are kill ed. These 

rebels kill them with pangas (broad heavy knives) or sticks. With a kind of s ick logic, other 

children are forced to take part in these executions or become the next victim. The rebel' s 

strategy is to entrap the children, implicating them in crimes, to turn love of their communities 

into hate and fear. They order children to lead attacks on their home vi llages, kjll and select the 

next child victims, some of whom are their own brothers and sisters. Physically, rebels use these 

pangas to maim the children; psychologically they use mental torture to separate these children 

fl-om their communiti es and hope of re turn, leaving them with no hope of any reunion with their 

families (Hovi l and Quinn, 2005). 

D espite this dire situation, the Ugandan government has done little to ease the suffeting o f the 

children in the Notth, leaving tl1e response to the crisis largely in the hands o r UN agencies, 

international humanitarian organizations, and local nongovernmenta l organiza tions (Allen, 

2005). Many traditional and re ligious leaders and humanitarian workers in northern Uganda 

have long argued that the only way to gi ve children of war confidence to re turn to their homes 

and villages is a negoti ated peace settlement with the Lord 's Resistan ce Army. 

Children who return fi·om this situation are traumatized. They relive the things done to them, 

they have nightmares. Many are reluctant or unable to talk about what they encountered; others 

are so frightened by anyone in army uniform. Many girls have sexuall y transmitted diseases and 

AIDS while others have war babies. Despite aU these hardships that they are faced with, they still 

have to cope in a society that may possibly stigmatize them. 
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Approximately 1.4 million chi ldren remain displaced and in internally displaced persons camps. 

The Acholi region has suffered the most. Although Ugandan protection of IDP camps is argued 

to have improved since 2004, the most recent UN mortality studies reported an estimated I ,000 

IDPs dying each week from disease and lack of access to adequate health care and clean water 

(Suarez and StJean, 2006). 

Jn addition, girls and young women routinely suffer sexual and physical abuse. As improving 

security conditions in patts of n01them Uganda allows for the re turn of some lOPs to their 

homes, there is an increasing need for the Government of Uganda to guarantee freedom of 

movement and restore regional secwity, agricultural and health capacity to create a better life for 

the victims. 

{n wartime, child victims not only act as perpetrators, but they aTe also victims. Extensive and 

extreme exposure to violent and hon·endous acts while in captivity creates psychological trauma; 

this in tum presents significant risks to the post co nO ict psychological well-being of former child 

soldiers. Many former child victims of war struggle with feel ings of guilt and shame over their 

own violent actions and have difficulty coming to terms with their wartime behaviors (Boothby, 

2006). 

Age influences the perception of children as either warriors or victims. Those who are abducted 

at a very young age are readily accepted as victims. Humanitarian and human rights 

organizations working with children generall y see formerly abducted children as child victims of 

war in line with the convention of the rights of the child, adopting a straight " I 8 years" approach 

to childhood (CRC). According to these organizations, formerly abducted chi ldren are victims 

even if they had become adults by the tjme they escaped and returned to their communities 

(Wessells, 2004). 

However, in spite of the above argument, for the thousands of people living in IDP camps, for 

those famil ies who have suffered losses under the LRA children are blamed and remain 

associated with the armed forces as the warriors and perpetrators of crime. 

A child victim's perception on the other hand varies according to age and the amount of time 

spent in captivity. Survivors often see themselves as returning heroes, or brave survivors, which 
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scholars argue that to a certain extent this· perception is a self protection against the stigma 

associated with being .te1med a victim. It is often through the context of reintegration and 

rehabilitation that children have an opportunity to explore and come to terms with their own 

experiences within the LRA. 

As pointed out by Stark (2005), the challenge posed by the above is a definition problem. 

Definitions of child victims of war beg all the reall y important questions such as 'what is a 

chi ld?' and 'what is a soldier?'. WhiJe most western countries and international legal 

instruments, including the Convention on the Rights of the Child identify a person under the age 

of 18 years as a ch ild, this is not the only way to conceptualize childhood. In many AfTican 

cu ltures, for example, adulthood is marked by cettain ri tes of passage or ceremonial acts, (Liu 

Institute, 2005). These rites of passage signify when a boy becomes a man or a girl becomes a 

woman, and often occur before the age of 18. Otber cultures believe that a child has reached 

adulthood when he or she assumes specific social or labor roles. What stems from this is that 

there is a conflict of definitions which are unique to the different organizations trying to help 

reintegrate these children. These organizations are diverse in their origins, some being western 

and others local. 

In notthem Uganda it is argued that at least 25,000 children have been abducted by the LRA 

since the beginning of the 20 year connict (UNICEF, 2004). An estimated 12,000 children have 

been abducted since 2002, in an LRA backlash against President Museven i 's "Operation Iron 

Fist" whjch was launched in March 2002. A large percentage of LRA 's forces comprises of 

abducted children and youths, not only that, scholars go on to argue that an unknown number of 

abducted children have also died, either killed in combat, as a result of brutality by the rebels or 

from disease and neglect. In addition, it is not known how many have been captured by 

government forces during clashes, and how many of these have been reintegrated into society 

(UN, 2006) . 

In n01thern Uganda child victims of the LRA include hundreds of thousands of children who 

have died or suffered in squalor in Lhe bush or camps for the past two decades. 
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Children are abducted on their way to or from school, and some child victims were abducted 

from boarding school. Others are abd ucted on their way to or from the fields, fetching water and 

firewood and in all the places of everyday life. The camps are also unsafe resulting in thousands 

of children being called night commuters, seeking shelter in nearby towns, at bus stations o r 

church halls, to mention but a few. After abduction, children are initiated, after which they are 

made to commit atrocities, often against loved ones in order to ensure that they do not return 

home. 

"!did not kill anyone during my first week in captivity and then, one day they asked me to prove 

that l was not scared. They took me back to my village and ordered me to kill my father. At first I 

said no, I can't /dl/ my father, but then they said they'd /dll us all and they started beating me 

with a panga. I took the panga and cut him up and then the other children were ordered to do the 

same to my mother. I felt pain bull could only cry silent tears, as the rebels could not know. 

They make us do all this so that we cannot return horne." (Denholm, 2005). 

Children are assigned to a specific rebel commander according to their age and gender, and are 

ordered to perform a variety of duties. Girls were trained to operate weapons and fight, in 

addition to performing gender specific roles of cooking, fetching water and serving as wives to 

the rebels (McKay and Mazuarana, 2004). 

The loss of educational and economic opp01tunities, joblessness, and disabilities that children of 

war face are fundamental threats to their long-tenn stability. In northem Uganda, Annan and 

Annan ct al (2006) found that, compared to children not associated with fighting forces, the 

longer children spent in the captivity of a rebel group, the larger the gap in education outcomes. 

Further, those who were abducted at younger ages were less likely to return to school after their 

release. 

Research with child victims of war in Northern Uganda suggests that post conflict educational 

and economic challenges are tightly linked to former children of war, perhaps more so than their 

experiences with war itself. 
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Onen (2005) posits that the transition fi·orn military to civilian life may be difficult for childJen, 

because in spite of the difficulties they encountered, they may have found a defined role, 

responsibility, purpose and power in an atmed force or group. 

For children who have been in an armed force or group for many years, it may at first seem 

impossible to conceive of a new life; tlus is particularly true of you nger children or children in 

armed forces or groups that have been indoctrinated to believe that the military life is best for 

them. 

McKay and Mazuarana (2004) argue that, an estimated 30 percent of chi ld combatants never 

enter formal reintegration, either because they are not aware of their rights, or choose to go to 

places that they recogtlize as providing safety, or because they are deliberately excluded as is 

often the case with girls who are victims of forced marriages, children who have fled tl1e atmed 

force or group, and those who went through a demobilization process, but did not receive any 

support for reintegration. Flexible systems should be put in place to link to other reintegration 

and recovery procedures and activities, so tl1at children who demobilize spontaneously can also 

benefit from the care and protection services they need through reintegration (Wessells, 

2004:124). 

Social, economic and educational oppottunities for the children in northern Uganda are very few. 

Apart from municipalities, there are virtu ally no secondary and terti ary schools in camps where 

the majotity of children live. Even where there is access, children are often consumed with 

meeting their basic needs for daily survival. USAID (2000) reported that of the youth in camps, 

75 percent argued that food security was o ne of the most pressing needs they faced on a daily 

basis. 

According to Suarez and St Jean (2006), ilie children are so pre-occupied with daily struggles 

and survival that they are not able to develop the skills necessary to become the leaders of 

tomorrow. Research, according to some scholars, has shown that children are tlle most likely 

targets of LRA attacks and abduction, but also of Uganda Peoples Defense Force (UPDF) abuses 

based on suspected collaboration with rebels (Annan, et al, 2006). 
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Overburdened with responsibilities of domestic or agricultural labor for their families, children 

are forced to work in areas such as gardens, trips to water bore holes, collection of firewood to 

mention but a few, where LRA attacks are most frequent. Not surprisingly, many children 

succumb to hopelessness, .giving in to drinking and other negative coping mechanisms. 

In search of economic altematives, male youth often volunteer to join home guard units (local 

defense forces) or the UPDF, including boys under the legal age of 18. Girls between 13 and 17 

years of age are very likely to drop out of school; some elope with men in the hope of a better 

life (Leibig, 2005). Others engage in prostitution, particularly with the UPDF, who are among 

the only ones to have a regular income. Sexual and gender based violence is also very high in the 

camps, but when a girl is raped, unsatisfactory follow-up occurs by authorities, detetTing 

repotting of abuses. Out of economic desperation parents will frequently try to negotiate a 

settlement of money rather than press charges (Lei big, 2005). 

Children are rarely, if ever, taught life and leadership skills. Nor do they have many 

opportunities to pat1icipate in !J1e political life of their communities . Several entities, including 

the World Bank, the Acholi Program, and Northern Ugandan Peace Initiative, have sponsored 

community development projects, but children have usually not been a target beneficiary of these 

programs (Kingma, 2000). 

A handf-ul of organizations, such as War Child Holland, focus on extra-curricular activities for 

youth. War Chi ld Canada has recently opened an office, with intentions to increase legal services 

and advocacy for children in the region, although it is too early to tell if it has had any significant 

impact. 

Wessels, (2006), Stark, (2005), Brett and Specht, (2004) argue that one of the challenges 

identified regarding children of war is the Jack of enough data on the dimensions of the problem. 

It is often difficult to ascertain how widespread the problem of child soldie1ing is, since 

identifying child victims of war is so difficult. Night commuting and fleeing villages in a search 

for safer havens has also made it difficult to identify and gain an accurate number of children 

involved in the LRA conflict. 
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Fear on the part of the child victims to come forward has also contributed to the above problem. 

Identifying oneself as a child of war may place a child at risk of either being re-reciUited or make 

the child a target for stigmati zation, disctimination or retaliation for the crimes he or she 

committed while in captivity. Children who want to come forward m ay not be permitted to do so 

by a commander who has been terroriz ing and exploiting them. 

For all these reasons, gain ing an exact count of children involved tn a .conflict is nearly 

impossible. Even the figures of child victims of war referred to by scholars are a broad estimate 

as opposed to a figure that is a result of systematic research. 

2.1.2. NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS FOR THE PROTECTION 
OF CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICT 

Children in mmed conflict who are internally displaced, or are at ri sk of becoming displaced, 

have rights just like all other ch ildren. These ri ghts are expressly guaranteed and flfmly 

entrenched in an extensive body of international law, in particular international human rights law 

and international humanitarian law. Human rights are freedoms and guarantees every human 

being is entitled to enjoy. International human rights law, which consists of both treaty law and 

customary law, affirms these rights and obliges States to respect, protect, and fulfi ll the human 

rights of all persons without discrimination of any kind, including on the basis of age, gender. 

ethnic otigin, religion , birth or other status. 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) of 1948 establishes the main civil, 

political. economic, social and cultural rights to wh ich all persons are enUtled. Although not a 

binding legal insliUment in and of itself, many of its principles constitute customary law or have 

been incorporated into treaty law and consequentl y have ga ined binding force. The rights of 

children are most comprehensively atticulated in the Convention on the Rights of the Child 

(CRC) of 1989. Significantly, the CRC is the most widely ratified international human rights 

instrument in the world; all but two States, Somalia and the United States are signatories. 

Many of the provisions of the CRC also form part of customary law, meaning they apply 

in·espective of whether a particular State has ratified the CRC. M oreover, the CRC does not 

allow for any derogation in times of emergency: the full range of rights it articulates apply in all 
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circumstances. In situations of armed conflict, the CRC's Optional Protocol on the Involvement 

of Children in Armeq Conflict of 2000 is particularly relevant (Optional Protocol to the 

Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict, UN 

General Assembly resolution NRES/54/263, 25 May 2000). 

INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW 

The 1949 Geneva conventions do not specifically address the participati?n of children in armed 

forces (Article 17,24 & 26 ofthe 4th Geneva Convention). However, additional protocols to the 

Geneva conventions make some provisions for the use of children in armed conflict. Not only 

that, but under protocol 1, there is an obligation to refrain from recruiting children under 15 but 

no obligation to refuse their voluntary participation. Protocol 1 furiher provides that the death 

penalty should not be applied to war crimes committed by those less than 18 years of age (Smith, 

2006). 

The use of children in intemal armed conflicts is regulated by Additional Protocol 11, which 

increases the protection provided under common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions. Article 

4(3) of Additional protocol 11 provides that . "children who have not attained the age of fifteen 

years shall neither be recruited in armed forces or groups nor allowed to take part in 

hostilities, " for instance to participate in military operations such as gathering infotmation, 

looting, transmitting ammunition and food stuffs (paragraph 4557). 

JNTERNA TIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW 

CONVENTION OF THE RIGHTS OF THE CmLD AND ITS OPTIONAL PROTOCOL 

In response to the support for the Convention of the rights of the Child (CRC) reOected in its 

almost universal ratification, the development of more detailed standards against the use of 

children in armed conflict was pursued in the form of a Protocol to the CRC. 

The CRC offers the protection of children before, duting and after conflict. It is commonly 

desctibed as the 'centetpiece of cbjldren's rights,' (Leibig, 2005). The CRC defines a child as a 

"human being below the age of eighteen years, unless under the law applicable to the child, 

majority is attained earlier," (CRC, 1989). It also affinns in Alticle 38, that "State parties shall 
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refrain from recruiting any p erson who has not attained the age of fifteen years into their armed 

forces." Since the CRC is a human rights treaty, it also applies in times of peace. 

The Optional Protocol to the CRC provides a more detailed and comprehensive framework 

regarding the association of children with anned forces and groups. It raises the age of direct 

involvement in hostilities from fifteen to eighteen and requires that States, "take all feasible 

measures to ensure that members of their armed forces who have not attained the age of eighteen 

years do not take a direct part in hostilities," (CRC,l989). 

ARTICLE 39 OF THE CRC: D UTY TO REHABILITATE AND REINTEGRATE 

The article states the following: 

''State parties shall take all appropriate measures to promote physical and psychological 

recove1y and social reintegration of a child victim of; any form of neglect, exploitation, or 

abuse; torture or any form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment: or armed 

co,~flicts. Such recovery and R eintegration shalL take place in the environment, which fosters the 

health, self-respect and dignity of the child. " 

Apart from article 39, which deals with reintegration, the Convention has enshrined other 

provisions, which can be interpreted to imply reintegration. These are summarized in t11e right to 

survival, protection, development, and participation (CRC, 1990). 

RESOLUTION 1379 (NOVEMBER 2001) UNTITLED 

Article I expresses its determination to give the fullest attention to the question of the protection 

of chi ldJ·en in armed conOict. Article 8 calls upon all parties to armed conflicts to provide 

protection of children in peace agreements, including, where appropriate, provisions relating to 

the disarmament, demobilization, reintegration and rehabilitation of ch ild soldiers and the 

reunification of families, and to consider, when possible, the views of children in t110se 

processes. 

Article II in addition requests the agencies, funds and programs of the UN to devote particular 

attention and adequate resources to the rehabilitation of chi ldren affected by armed conflict, 
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particularly their counseling, education and appropriate vocational opportunities, as a preventive 

measure and as a means of reintegrating them into society. 

The UN recognizes the equal and inalienable rights of all its members. It is for this reason that 

major UN instruments are adopted to promote these rights. It also has Resolutions like 

Resolution 48/ 157 on the 'protection of children affected by armed conflicts', among others with 

the same objectives. This Resolution was established as a response to the request by the 

Committee on the Rights of the Child pursuant to its power under article 45 of the CRC. Under 

reintegration, they argue that it refers to the process which allows ex-combatants and their 

families to adapt, economical ly and socially, and lead a productive civilian life (UN, 2000). 

Reintegration generally entails the provision of a package of cash or compensation in kind, 

training, and job and income generating proj ects. These measures frequently depend for thei1· 

effectiveness upon other broad undertakings, such as assistance to retuming refugees and 

internally displaced persons; economic development at the community and national level; 

infrastructure rehabilitation; truth and reconciliation efforts; and institu tional reform. 

Enhancement of local capacity is often crucial for the long-term success of reintegration 

(Lamwaka, 2002; UN, 2004). 

Against this backdrop, this study will establish whether the government of Uganda and other 

stake holders have adhered to their legal and constitutional duties that they are obi igcd in order to 

successfully reintegrate the children of war back into the community. 

AFRICAN CHARTER ON TH E RJGHTS AND WELFARE OF THE CHJLD 

Based on the definition of the chi ld in the CRC and its Optional Protocol, the African charter on 

the Rights and Welfare of the child (ACRW) places obligations on state pa1ties to "take all 

necessG/y measures to ensure that no child (under 18) shall take part in direct hostilities," which 

allows children under 18 to be involved in support funct ions. However, it fu rther provides that 

States Parties shall "refrain in particular, from recruiting any child," which should be read to 

include both voluntary recruitment and compulsory recruitment (Hap pold, 2005). 
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This would therefore render the involvement of children under the age of l8 .less likely in the 

support functions to which they are teclmically allowed to pat1icipate. 

THE LAWS OF UGANDA AND THE ROLE OF NATIONAL G OVERNMENT 

Govemments constitute the first destination for action concerning reintegration of chi ld victims 

. of war. They have the most direct, fotmal, legal and political responsibility to ensure effective 

protection and provide relief for them. 

As stated by scholars such as McKay, (2003), ensuring the rights of children to health, nutrition, 

and education, social, emotional and cognitive development is impe rative for every country and 

entails obligations for every govemment. UN Resolution 1612 of 2005 stTesses the primary role 

of national governments in providing effective protection and relief to all children affected by 

armed conflict. ln the same light, it was held that the government must ensure that private 

persons do not interfere with t he enjoyment of rights (Sepulveda, 2004). 

CONSTITUTION OF UGAND A 

While the constitution does not mention child recruitment or children in armed conflict, the 

Ugandan National Resistance Anny Statute does set the minimum age for recruitment at 

eighteen. Not only that, the constitution has a provision, which obliges every Uganda citizen to 

protect children against any form of abuse. It also provides that vu!J1erable persons especially 

children should be protected against any form of harassment or ill treatment; 

"Children are entitled to be protected from. social or economic exploitation and shall not be 

employed in or required to pe1jorm work that is likely to be hazardous or to inte1jere with their 

education or to be harmful to their health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral, or social 

development". (AJt 34( 4) of Uganda Constitution). 

It also specifies that "children may not be separated from their families or the persons entitled to 

bring them up against the wil l of their families or of those persons, except in accordance with the 

law" (Article 31(5). 
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Good intentions by the international community have not evolved in ali cases into the 

williiJ.gness of states to implement and enforce these mticles and as a res:ult, there are estimates 

that over two million children are killed in armed conflict. 

Millions of child victims of war around the world' do not enjoy their rights and are in conditions 

of grave risk and ext:Jreme vulnerability, deprived of such fundamental elements as safety, access 

to the basic necessities of life, and to education. Most WOITyingly, situations of displacement 

persist, thereby robbing countless children of any se.mblance of a normal childhood. 

National authorities have the primary responsibility to protect, assist and find durable solutions 

for children. Yet, all pmties to a conflict, State and non-state actors alike, are obligated to protect 

children from the harmful effects of anned conflict. This responsibility inGludes the obligation to 

prevent arbitrary displacement, to protect and assist internally d isplaced persons and to·fac ilitate 

safe, voluntary and durable solutions to displacement; paying special atte1ntion at all times to the 

particular vulnerabilities and risks faced by the childTen 

In addition, child victims have the same rights and freedoms as all other children in their country. 

Tn reality, however, they often face disciimjnation. In many cases, discri.mination along ethnic, 

racial or religious lines is what causes people to flee. Once displaced, ehildren often fmd that 

these forms of discrimination persist and impede their access to protection and assistance. 

Moreover, many cllilldren are stigmatized simply for being displaced. h1stead of being seen as 

people who require protection and humanitarian assistance, child victims often are marginalized 

and face discriminaltion, for instance in accessing food aid, medical care, education, civi l 

registTation including birth registration, protection from the govemment, police and military, and 

even national systems for child protection. 

2.1.3. REINTEGRA~TING AND REHABILITATING CHILD VICTIMS OF WAR 

Rehabilitation is understood as an organized process wh_jch follows children's demobilization, 

escape or capture. It is a process of reorientation, rest, recuperation and reJf:1ection which needs to 

take place in a safe s~etting, interaction of people who have received speciial training to facilitate 

the readjustment. With rehabilitation, there will be times of positive progress followed by 

periods of very slow movement, and also retracing of steps. Indeed sometimes there will be a 
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complete halt and even active retreat. Fear, ·grief, anxiety, anger, guilt, shame, to mention but a 

few, will hamper progress. Determination, health, love and encouragement of others and hope 

are very vital for successfu l rehabilitation (Jareg, 2005). Rehabilitation has proven to provide 

significant benefits to children. Research indicates that children retuming home without interim 

care are bound to be more aggressive, unstable or confused. 

Reintegration on the other hand is described as the process of re-uniting a child with his/her 

family and facilitating their community membership (Humphrey and Weinstein, 2007). 

Reintegration is a long-term process of a soldiers' transition to civilian life, achieving a viable 

civilian role and identity. Reintegration is an intensely social process of gaining acceptance, 

becoming functional in the social context, and developing appropriate relations in families, peer, 

and civic groups, and niches of work. Far from an individual process, it enta il s reciprocal 

growth, a combination of individual and group change (Wessells, 2006a). 

Reintegration of children in situations of war is a complex and long-term proposition. lt begins 

with negotiating the release of children and their physical extrication from armed groups. The 

family tracing and reunification phase of reintegration is often complicated, time-consuming and 

resource-intensive (Reichenberg and Friedman, 2000). Beyond the practical challenge oC locating 

the families and communities of lost children, successful reunification must also address the less 

straightfotward challenge of spiritually reconnecting children and their communities. Th is 

includes dealing with the sense of alienation, guilt or anger that children may harbor against 

families whom they may accuse of failing to protect them. ~ 
At the same time, reintegration programs must also take into account challenges related to the 

communities themselves being prepared to accept the retum of their children, in contexts where 

atrocities may have been committed by those children in their communities. According to 

Verhey (2001 :25), while demobilization represents the point at which a child leaves military life, 

reintegration represents the process of establishing a civilian life. 

Reintegration programs need to supp01t the child in constructing a new, positive course of 

development. The child victim 's development will have been affected in many ways by his or 

her experience in anned conflict. The context of their family and community life will likely have 
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changed because of increased poverty, the death of family members and friends, displaccmcn~ 

and perhaps resettlement. 

Rcinchenberg and Friedman (2000) argue that the process of reintegration is complex and should 

include a multitude of inter-related issues: health and basic needs, psychosocial support, a family 

context, establishing positive relationships, and opportunities for education and income 

generation. The combination of these elements, balancing social and economic factors is 

essential. 

While the two processes of disarmament and demobilization collect inf01mation on weapons and 

forces , reintegration procedures need to collect data on skills, aptitudes, intentions, and 

expectations. Reintegration and rehabilitation p rograms can happen at the same time as other 

long-tem1 peace building programs (McKay and Mazuarana, 2004:57). On the other hand, 

reintegration and rehabi litation programs offer assistance such as vocational training and cash 

assistance for ex-fighters that help and facilitate economic and social reintegration. The goal of 

these programs is to have "a component of the national strategic plan for reconciliation, 

reconstruction, and development" (Bentacomi, 2008). A successful reintegration process 

includes the needs of child victims. 

In order to provide appropriate assistance for child victims, it is vital that those involved in peace 

negotiations, all stakeholders, and child advocates decide what is the adequate rehabilitation and 

reintegration assistance for the child victims and for how long such assistance needs to be 

provided. 

The reintegration and rehabilitation program is a very important step. All the ex-combatants, 

whether they are male or female, chi ld or adult, need to be included in this process. Male 

soldiers, it is argued, receive the most attention in reintegration and rehabilitation. However, 

research studies show that reintegration is not complete without the involvement of women, and 

communities will not function well without them (McKay, et al, 2006). 

The UN reintegration and rehab.il itation program states that the programs must respond to the 

best interest of the child. Such programs should focus on promoting the self-esteem of these 

victims. All the activities need to take into account the age and developmental age of each child. 
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FUithennore, programs should be based on ·Ongoing trust relationships along with an adequate 

time and resource commitment as well as continuous collaboration among all relevant 

pa1ticipants. 

Individual factors as well as community factor models have been identified as possible 

explanations for possible reintegration of child victims of war. On one band most efforts have 

been found to focus on the individual children neglecting community support for reintegration 

and rehabilitation, and vice versa hence the limited success achieved. Akello, Richters and Reis 

(2006:229), found that failed reintegration efforts of fonner children or victims of war are often 

sought on an individual level-such as a child's psycho-trauma that in turn lead to behavioral 

problems, or a habitual recourse to violence as a survival strategy. 

Other explanations are sought on a community's difficulties in accepting the innocence of a child 

who was forced to kill or who has chi ldren by a rebel father that in tum leads to stigmatization 

and rejection of the child. 

Northern Uganda 

There arc several steps involved in the reintegration of chi ld soldiers. It must be a ho listic 

approach involving humanitarian aid agencies, government and conununity interaction. In 

summary, the process is general ly as fo llows; 

• Interim Care Centers for fonner child soldiers to include medical and social counseling; 

• lmrnediate determination of location of immediate or extended families; 

• Humanitarian agency begins sensitization campaign with families in anticipation of the 

return of the child soldier 

• Reunification of the cbildren with their families 

• Child enrolled in school or given vocational training 

• Follow up by humanitarian agency. 

Unfortunately there is little in the way of academic literature that focuses specifically on the 

assessment of child soldier programs in northern Uganda. There are, however, several documents 

written by practitioners, which discuss the difficulties encountered during the process. For 
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example, Refugees International has stated ·that many former child soldi ers once reunited with 

their families end up back in the IDP camps from which they were otiginally abducted. 

Many children fear to, return to their families because of fear of retribution from the communities 

from where the former child soldiers may have committed atrocities (Harlacher, 2006). Another 

report from the human rights and peace center articulated that the best method of reintegrating 

the children back into society is through the use of traditional methods and community (HRW, 

2003). 

There exists a number of documents and literature outlining the means and methods of 

reintegrating the children of war around the world, and, more specifically in northern Uganda. 

Yet most literature refers to single sector humanjtarian aid, mixed with single level approaches. 

The "one size fi ts all" approach does make for a coherent, compl,ete picture of holistic 

rehabilitation and reintegration (Allen and Schomerus, 2006). These former ex-combatants are 

no longer cruldren and neither are they adults. They require extended access to trauma therapy as 

well as education tiaining. Some of these children have to learn for the first time how to resolve 

disputes by peaceful means. Fonner children of war represent the future generations of 

households and the next leaders of their society (Annan et al, 2006). 

This chapter provided a framework to tl1is study in which views of prominent authors on the 

subject of reintegration of child-victims of war were analyzed. It also foeused on the concept of 

reintegration of former children of war as well as its importance in the socio-economic 

development of n01t hern Uganda. It further expJored the concept of reintegration measures, by 

analyzing valious th,eoretical views also posited, and evaluated their value in light of cun-ent 

measures taken to reintegrate these children. 

ln regard to the children of war, the literature avai lable in relation to this study can be classified 

into several categories; books, journal articles, case law as well as onJine articles dealing with 

children of war in northern Uganda and Africa as a whole. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CHILD VICTIMS OF WAR 

3.1. CHALLENGES FACING THE REINTEGRATION OF CHILD-VICTIMS OF 

WAR IN NORTHERN UGANDA 

Attempts to analyze challenges of reintegration of the former child soldiers reveal a compendium 

of problems that need to be grappled with. The first challenge pointed out by Stark (2005) is a 

definition problem. What is a child? While most (though not all) people would probably agree 

that childhood begins at birth, reaching agreement about the time at which childhood ends is 

much more difficult. Childhood itself is a relatively modern concept. In the past, children moved 

from a so1t of limbo status to adulthood very quickly, perhaps as young as age 7 or 8. Since then, 

particularly with the discovery of adolescence, the age at which children are thought to become 

adults has not only increased, but has also become increasingly unclear. 

Part of the problem is that the age at which a young person may be eligible for military service 

may bt younger than that at which he/she may vote. Often it is left to politicians or the legal 

profession to anive at these defmitions. This is especially true in societies where political 

violence exists. In such societies defining the age at which childhood ends in certain spheres can 

have important political ramifications. No politician wants to be accused of imprisoning children 

or, worse, killing them. The solution therefore is to invent some other name for older children or 

even to redefine the limits of childhood itself. 

In the absence of any clear theoretical rationale in this area, one would define a child as broadly 

possible as the period from birth to the late teens. This is roughly comparable to the UN 

Convention on the Rights of the child which defines a child to mean 'every human being below 

the age of eighteen years ..... "(Article 1 ); the same convention suggests that states should try to 

ensure that military service does not begin before the age of fifteen years (Article 38). 

The problem with reintegration programs in northern Uganda may be the focus on broad-based 

psychosocial assistance to the traumatized former combatant. An assessment of the impacts of 
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abduction suggests that the most pervasive and arguably largest impact is on education and 

livelihoods rather than physical or psychological trauma (Wessels, 2004). 

The LRA 's recruitment tactics provide a unique but tragic opportunity to identify the lasting 

impacts of military service. and the gaps to be filled by reintegration programs. In most contexts, 

ex-fighters are a selected segment of the population, including those who chose to join, those 

screened by the anned group, and those more vulnerable to abduction. Thus a comparison of 

combatants with non-combatants confuses the impacts of abduction and combat experiences with 

pre-ex isting differences (Betancourt. 2008). 

Violence, abductions, beatings and torture leave scars on the body which fade but do not quite 

disappear. Scars in the mind cut as deep and last long. There is no obvious treatment for a chi ld 

who has experienced horrific events. In an interview with Human Rights Watch ( 1997), 17 year 

old Christine said, "Whenever they killed anyone, they called us to watch. 1 saw 11 People killed 

this way. One of tlzenz was a boy they found in his home, and called him outside. They made him 

lie on the ground and they pierced him wilh a bayonet. They chopped him with the bayonet until 

he was dead. Seeing this at limes f felt like 1 was a dead person-no1 feeling anything. And 

sometimes f would feel/ike it was happening tQ me, and J would feel the pain." 

Sometime::; a ~hild 's mental health collapses completely due to these kinds of events. Most of the 

children who escape or those who are captured and brought home feel a sense of excitement at 

the thought of meeting family and friends; however this is short lived. Their sense of joy is 

blinded by fear and anger and a loss of confidence in their former way of life (Krij in, 200 I). 

ln addition, most reintegrated children live in fear of what wi ll happen in case the rebels return. 

Not on ly that, children li ve wi th a memory of powerlessness. They could not control what 

happened and saw that their parents and community leaders, whom they were brought up to 

depend upon were also helpless. This created a sense of betrayal on the part of the children as 

well as feelings of anger, regret and resentment. 

Reintegrated children live under desperate circumstances, and many return to find their parents 

or relatives now living in squalid camps, or to learn their parents have since died. Stigma and 

discrimination mean that many formerly abducted children lack parental or community support, 

and must learn to fend for themselves. 
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Due to psychological trauma, many find it impossible to return to school or to integrate among 

the local population in ~amps. For these reasons, many LRA retumees prefer to stay in the towns 

or even join the UPDF. For those who do return to camps, the humanitarian and psychological 

support they received at ~;eception centers does not continue in the camps, where little or no 

follow-up has been conducted (Jareg, 2005). USAID (2000) also argues that in Anaka camp, 

only 3 of the more than 50 formerly abducted children interviewed had received a reinsertion 

package from the Amnesty Com~ission. 

Lookillg closely at these challenges may give a pictme that reintegrating children is an 

insurmountable task. However, various studies reveal that measures a re emerging up that provide 

hope and possible inroads in the challenge of reintegrating former child soldiers into normal civil 

society. This study will take a thorough investigation of the unde rlying reasons for the failed 

attempts at reintegrating children back into society. 

Stover (2006) is of the view that the children in northern Uganda and especially the victims of 

war have suffered terribly over the past two decades and can be seen as the main victims of this 

conflict. It is estimated that the LRA has abducted at least 20,000 children and youths, although 

others claim that tJ1e figure is far higher. Of these, 46 percent are believed to be children below 

15 years. Chi ldren Jiving in the camps have limited access to adequate health care. Researchers 

recently noted that among children under five, 62 percent had reported being ill. Ailments 

included malaria, persistent coughing or difficulty breathing, and diarThea daily. Extremely poor 

chi ldren in some camps have gone to school dressed in World Food Program (WFP) food and 

seed sacks. This grim situation is compounded by the rise in the number of children aged 15 

years or less in northem Uganda (Suarez and StJean, 2006). 

The nature and duration of the confl ict created tremendous humanitruian, social, and economic 

costs for all of Uganda, particularly for children. Child protection has not been a priority for 

governments, despite national and international laws guaranteeing their basic tights for children. 

Throughout the conflict, LRA leader Joseph Kony created his army primarily through the violent 

abduction of children. During the height of insecurity, from 2002-2005, the lack of civilian 

protection in displacement camps created the phenomenon of "night commuters." Parents felt 
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that they had no choice but to send their children to walk for several miles to the nearest town to 

sleep at night, in the hol?es of avoiding abduction (HRW, 2003). 

Years of conflict have severely impacted on the lives of children in notthem Uganda. Not only 

do they live in terribly insecure environments, they also lack access to education, adequate health 

care, and basic psychosocial services. 

Reception centers have been created to rehabilitate and reintegrate LRA retumees into their 

communities. Night shelters have been established to provide shelter for thousands of child 

victims, who leave their villages at sunset and walk to larger towns reportedly to find secure 

places to spend the night. These initiatives have been a tremendous relief for war-affected 

children and youth. However, scholars argue that the ditninishing number of LRA retumees 

coming to the reception centers, and the social dynamics attracting "night commuters" to the 

shelters suggest the need for new approaches to respond to these recent developments. This 

finding is supported by the preliminary findings of two recent UNICEF studies of LRA returnees 

and night commuters (Allen, 2005 and UNICEF, 2004). 

Another issue is the lack of recognition of child soldiers in most peace talks. A report regarding 

child soldiers in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) states the need for a separate 

reintegration program for child soldiers; indeed, child soldiers require special psychosocial 

counseling and education requirements in order to be properly reintegrated back into society 

(Boothby, 2006). In SieiTa Leone, rehabilitation and reintegration of ex-combatants initially did 

not recognize or factor in child soldiers as part of the process (Ktijin, 2001 ). 

Consequently the UN mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) was forced to play "catch up" and 

implement methods to deal with child soldiers. Unfortunately child soldiers who served in the 

revolutionary united front (RUF) in Sien·a Leone, and who were denied the initial reintegration 

package, fled across the border to fight in Liberia's civi l war before the UN recognized its eiTor. 

A study undertaken in Liberia posits that child soldiers who were not rehabilitated properly mn 

the risk of reintegrating themselves into prostitution or crime or will tend to flee to another 

conflict (McKay, 2005). 
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In addition, how to deal with the psycho-social rehabilitation of children of war is of importance. 

Machel states that rehabilitation programs to support child psycho-social well-being should 

include an understanding of local cultural practices, and traditions (Machel, 1996). Wessells 

(2004) agrees that Weste~n approaches and concepts to psycho social healing cannot be 

effectively implemented in every cu ltural context. Some scholaTs state that, in sub Saharan 

Africa healing must go way beyond western conceptions and thinking, and include local and 

cultural understanding. and practices. "Formerly abduc~ed children often ,:eport that their 

greatest stress is not the residues of past violence, but their inability to secure an economic 

livelihood", (Wessels, 2004). 

Another issue concerns normalcy for children once they are re integrated back into their 

respective communities. One of Machel's recommendations to the UN regarding the 

psychological recovery and social reintegration of former children of war is intriguing. She 

articulates that, rather than focusing on a child's emotional wounds, programs should aim to 

support healing processes and to re-establish a sense of nonnalcy. If the child is to retum to 

normalcy that is to say, the conditions prior to abduction into the war effort, is not the counh·y 

and international community responsible fot: continuing the proliferation of ch ild soldiers. 

Children returning to povetiy and a Jack of education or economic ability run the risk of being 

re-abduclcd or recruited back into the conflict (Macbel, 1996). 

One of the issues also centers on the importance of prevention. Once rehabilitated and 

reintegrated, how does society prevent the recruiting of children back into the conflict? Machel 

states that the most effective way to protect children is to prevent the outbreak of armed conflict. 

She goes on to say that religious, traditional and community leaders have often been successful 

at conflict prevention. 

ot only that, literature highlights the lack of participation of ch ildren and the community in the 

reintegration process. Ak:ello et at. (2006) state that ex-combatant children are usually not asked 

about their own perception of their past and their wishes regarding reintegration, and that 

programs are implemented in a top-down manner. Additionally, programs and research tend to 

focus on children's weaknesses instead of building upon their strengths and resilience. The most 

glaring gap in the literature is the lack of research on and programs for children, especially girls, 
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particularly child mothers and their children (Akello et al, 2006; McKay, 2005; Veale and Dona, 

2003; Veale and Stavr~u, 2007). 

This research intends to address these gaps by specifical ly researching the experiences, needs 

and strengths of children ·who have returned to nOJthern Uganda including those with children 

born from rebel fathers in addition to the social and cultural context of reintegration. 

Unfortunately the reintegration of children of war is, as observed by Otunnu (2006: 1). "In 

northern Uganda, the government has warehoused n vo million people in 200 'superdomes', for 

the last 10 years, in conditions more abominable than what we witnessed in the New Orleans 

Superdorne. The human rights and humanitarian catastrophe unfolding in northern Uganda is a 

methodical and comprehensive genocide, conceived and being carried out by the government. 

An entire society, especially the children, are being systematically destroyed physically, 

culturally, emotionally, socia lly, and economically in full view of the international community." 

Preliminary survey by the researcher in regard to re-integration is in line with Otunnu's (2006:1) 

observation that the process is not well executed. 
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NEW APPROACHES TO FINDING REINTEGRATION MECHANISMS 

(Weste rn Approaches). 

Most of the existing litera~urc focusing directly upon the reintegration processes of children in 

northern Uganda stresses the impact of Western ideas. The Western belief that ch ildren are 

essentially vulnerable promotes the concepts of innocence and victimhood which underlie 

reintegration processes (AJlen, 2005). Scholars argue that there are three major research themes 

regarding reintegration strategies. These include: Western influence and presence in providing 

reintegration mechanisms; discussions of culture and traditions as both impediments to 

reintegration processes or strengths in building peace and stability; and the invisibility of girls. 

What follows is a detailed discussion on each of these themes. 

Jntemational pressure to accept children's innocence is viewed by Akello et al. (2006) as 

contributing to the poor success rate of reintegration strategies. They state that "the unwillingness 

of communities to welcome formerly abducted child soldiers is based on the refusal to accept the 

idea that such children are not accountable for the crimes they have committed". The concepts 

of innocence and forgiveness arc also described as ban·iers to successful reintegration by Veale 

and Stavrou (2007). They found that reintegration based solely on discourses of peace and 

forgiveness, without a mechanism for acknowledging identity transitions of returnees, especially 

for those who were members of the LRA for a long time, may leave them vulnerable to rejection 

and re-recruitment by armed groups. 

Additionally, Allen (2005) discovered that people rarely admitted to wanting revenge or 

recompense while in public, however, in private they admitted that forgiveness with impunity 

was difficult. The victims of the LRA interviewed by Human Rights Watch (2005) also did not 

agree with the prospect of leaders being forgiven; they wanted justice and in some cases, 

retribution. 

Human Rights Watch (2005) believes there is a discrepancy between the opinions of community 

leaders, who appeal to cu ltural values such as forgiveness, and victims on the topics of justice, 

accountability and reconciliation. For McKay (2005), the Western approach of children being 

victims and lacking agency in the conflict inhibits them from receiving necessary assistance. She 
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states that despite recent and increasingly r.obust data detailing children in fighting forces, the 

international community, governments, and militaries continue to ignore and deny the extent of 

children's' involvement and offer inaccw·ate and reductionist explanations for their presence 

(McKay, 2005). 

When children are included in rehabilitation and reintegration programs, McKay (2004) states 

that Western-style individualistic approaches are usually inappropriate as the community is a 

cent1·al concept to promoting health and well-being. Many NGOs view art therapy as providing 

the child or youth an altematc avenue for expressing their experiences and feelings as many 

col lectivist societies tend to discourage their members from revealing problems to actors outside 

of the community. 

Edmonson (2005) however, critically states that art therapy used by one internat ional NGO was 

not used as a personal expression of trauma and healing, but as a means to market trauma in 

order to attract the attention of the Western world and ensure the organization's self

sustainability. As a result of this international marketing, ch ildren were encomaged to suppress 

their own unique stories, strengths and coping mechan isms. 

The Wcstem discourse of forgiveness was highlighted m a quote by a former captive: 

"Sometimes they say 'forget your past' .... It is important to remember (these) times, the times that 

made you strong. Like me, I remember what is most important, my strength that kept me alive" 

(Edmondson, 2005). 

In an article desciibing their experiences of counseling in nonhern Uganda, Annan ct al. (2006) 

expressed the difficulties of integrating Western-based training with its own culture, its values, 

beliefs and ways ofheali:ng. 

Although the authors highlighted the underlying assumption that individuals and collectives have 

their own resources that they can draw on for survival, recovery, and development, the authors 

still neglected the strengths and capacities of the children they counseled. 
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3.3. ACHOLI CULTURE AND TRADITIONS 

MATO OPUT - THE ·RITE OF RECONCILIATION 

"Mato oput" refers to the t_raditional rituals performed by the Acholi to reconcile parties formerly 

in conflict, after full accountability. It is way of accepting former offenders back into the 

community once they have acknowledged and accepted responsibility for what they have done 

(Harlacher, Francis, Carolynne and Ronald, 2006). 

Mato oput involves the drinking of a concoction of the blood of a sheep and a bitter root. It is 

shared between fo rmer adversaries only after elaborate negotiation and when compensation has 

been agreed to as an expression of remorse and indication that the con'fl ict has been resolved. 

The sharing is done by a representative of both sides of the conflict (Liu institute, 2005). 

Previously, mato oput occurred only rarely, usually after a murder within a moral community, 

rather than after a war (Allen, 2006). 

During the period 1986 to 1996, however, when the formal policing and comi systems had 

collapsed in Uganda, many victims of crime turned to their local leaders for a means of redress 

that was more trusted than appealing to the occupying a1my. Thus malo oput and the traditional 

justice mechanisms assumed and enhanced significance (Lamwaka, 2002). Murithi (2002) 

discussed the need to rebuild social trust in northern Uganda in order to promote peace. He 

highlights the fact that intrastate conflicts divide the state's population by undennining 

inte1versonal and social trust, consequently destroying the mechanisms that have promoted 

collective action for the community's wellbeing. 

The civilians of noJihem Uganda are divided by their different loyalties, as some want peace 

offered by the government and others want justice offered to tbe rebels. Murithi (2002) goes on 

to promote the Acholi's own reconciliation mechanism, the Mato Oput (meaning the Rite of 

Reconciliation), as a way to provide conflict resolution and build social tJusL 

Traditional leaders have been strongly in favor of mato oput. Mato oput is one of the best justice 

systems in the world because it forgives, and restores broken relationships and creates the 

process of healing in the hearts of those who have been wounded by violence and death. 
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Akello et al. (2006) and Veale and Stavrou (2007) also recommend that the Mato Oput be 

utilized to publicly recognize wrongdoing, as the community is unable to forgive and forget the 

atrocities the rebels have inflicted upon them. Other research suggests that using traditional 

reconciliation mechanisms. may be complicated by post-traumatic stress and depression (Vinck et 

al, 2007). The authors discovered that respondents reporting symptoms of post-traumatic stress 

disorder and depression were more likely to favor violent over non-violent means to end the 

conflict, an obvious implication for peace building (Vinck, Stover, Pbam and Weinstein, 2007). . . 

Local cultures, beliefs and social factors may play a role in shaping atlitudes and opinions toward 

peace and point to the need to consider such factors in policy making. 

Other researchers have examined the discrepancy between the perceptions of children and the 

community i11 regards to the reintegration process. Rodtiguez, Smith-Dersen and Akera (2002) 

found that there is clearly a difference between how the community perceived bow they are 

welcoming returnees and how returnees feel they are being welcomed. Veale and Stavrou (2007) 

states that while retw11ees are accepted back, many also experience a silencing and 

disenfranchisement. In addition, they state: "There were few roles and practices that the formerly 

abducted youth could engage in on return thai would facilitate transition from a returnee/novice 

through to being a full participant in an economic and community system". 

This underscores the importance of researchers and NGOs distinguishing between physically 

reintegrating someone into a community and having that person accepted as a pa1ticipating 

member of that community. 

Another complicating factor is that children often occupy multiple social identities within their 

community: son/daughter, survivor and rebel (Veale and Stavrou, 2007). In an adult focus group, 

parents expressed their happiness of having their child back but a lso their fear that their child 

would be re-abducted, that the child was not settled in his or her mind, or that he or she would be 

rude, ill-tempered or fight at any provocation (Veale and Stavrou, 2007). 

In addition, there is me1it to these fears as documented by Annan et al. (2003) who led focus 

groups in which youth confided that they still desired to rape, kill and return to the rebels where 

they could get what they wanted when they wanted it. In addition, they expressed hatred towards 
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youth who had not been abducted and intended on getting revenge by spreading HIV/AIDS, as 

they themselves had been forced to contract it (Annan ct al. 2003). The good news is that with 

counseling, these youth were able to identify with their victims and were empowered to make 

conscious decisions insteaQ of reacting with violence. 

In their article Annan et al. (2006) also discloses the difficulties in working within Acholi 

cultural norms. For example, the authors note that women and children are not to express their 

feelings, an outsider should not involve him/herself in another family's affairs, a younger person 

should not counsel an older person, and a woman should not counsel a man (Annan ct al, 2003). 

Another significant batTier to reintegration mechanisms within Acholi society is their belief in 

'cen', which is desctibed as a spirit suffering a wrongful death which haunts the wrongdoer by 

entering their mind or body in the form of visions or nightmares resulting in mental illness and 

sickness until the wrong is made right (Akello et aL 2006). 'Ccn' not only affects the individual 

but anyone who come'> near it through illness, misery and mysterious deaths (Akello ct al, 2006). 

This has important implications as family and community members reject children who are 

experiencing symptoms of cen. 

Akello et al. (2006) suggest symptoms of 'ceo' are actually the result of a second traumatization 

from systemic exclusion and communal isolation. Unfortunately, some children experiencing 

'cen' sometimes rejoin the rebels \vhere they are socially included, resulting in the disappearance 

of the symptoms of 'cen'. This is a great example of why westernized approaches to reintegration 

may not succeed. 

Over the past ten years, there has been a great deal of emphasis by local and intemational NGOs 

on traditional and religious healing. A view has been promoted that the people of northern 

Uganda, and especially the Acholi , have a special capacity to forgive, and that local 

understandings of justice arc based upon reintegration of offending people into society (Hovil 

and Quinn, 2004). 

It has even been argued that thi s is not only a mechanism tlu·ougb which child victims of war are 

re-incorporated into society, but even that it offers a way of resolving the war itself, and is a 

viable alternative to the criminal justice measures promoted by the International Criminal Court . 
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For example, a study suggests that the Ugandan Amnesty Act is seen to be compatible with 

Acholi dispute resolution mechanisms: 'culturally, people's ideas of forgiveness are entrenched. 

They don 't kill people; they believe the bitterness of revenge does not solve the problem. So it 

was easy for people to acc(}pt the idea of amnesty. The culture is for compensation ". (Hovil and 

Quinn, 2004). 

The various initiatives attempted in search for a solution to the northcm Uganda conflict have 

provided useful lessons in efforts to pursue peace and reconciliation. Of ·significance is the 

profound desire for fostering a culture of dialogue. After years of brutal and costly military 

activity, the conOict has not yet evolved to a state whereby one approach can be said to hold the 

key to a fina l reso lution. Therefore, peace initiatives need to be persevered with, and not 

squandered or ma rginali7.ed, in efforts to bring the suffering of the children and the Acholi 

community at large to an end. All actors and stakeholders should demonstrate that they have 

learnt the lessons of inclusiveness and flexibility, and thus respond accordingly. 

Not only that, the crucial role played by Acholi traditional and religious leaders should be 

recognized and promoted. Effective resolution and solutions to the challenges being faced are 

most likely to take place outside the formaf dialogue processes and might involve the child 

victims themselves, members of the commnnity and fami lies together, with religious and 

traditional leaders. These members are very vital in the search for practical and more realistic 

and durable solutions for securing a long lasting peace and reconciliation. 
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3.4. EFFORTS BY STAKE HOLDERS (GOVERNMENT, DONORS, NGO'S, 
HUMANITARIAN AGENCIES AND COMMUNITY) IN REINTEGRATING 
CHILD-VICTIMS OF WAR INTO SOCIETY 

There are many partners an·d stake holders involve9 in reintegration and rehabilitation of children 

and assisting them along the path to some modicum of normalcy. Some play a major part in the 

rehabilitation and reintegration process, while others provide services on the periphery. This 

section examines the various stakeholders involved in the reintegration of children of war. 

Reintegration is canied out by both government and non-governmental agencies. These 

programs deal with special care required for the children as they psychologically break away 

from the influence of their former commanders (Annan and Blattman, 2006). This special care is 

a long-tenn process, the end goal of which is to provide the children with a viable alternative to 

their direct involvement in conflict and to resume their life in the community. Key areas for 

successful reintegration include: counseling; family tracing and preparation of the community for 

the return of the child. Furthennore, vocational and educational opportunities are to be afforded 

to the children as welJ as a mechanism to follow up and monitor the progress of the child 

(Betancourt, 2008). 

In spite of twenty years of war and govcmment negligence, northern Uganda is fortunate to have 

a dynamic and growing network of national and grassroots organizations comprised of 

community and traditional leaders, activists, humanitarian relief workers, and volunteers. Many 

of these organizations are working to improve the situation of war-affected children and youth in 

the region. Yet they face tremendous obstacles. 

AMNESTY COMISSION 

The Amnesty Commission Act 2000, in section 9, stipulates the functions of the commission, 

some of which are; to consider and promote appropriate reconciliation mechanisms in affected 

areas; to promote dialogue and reconciliation within the spirit of thi s Act. 

After protracted lobbying by various activists, the Amnesty Act was passed into Ugandan law in 

1999, and was enacted in January 2000 (Allen, 2006). President Museveni announced that he 

would accept amnesty for all those fighting against the govemment of Uganda. The president 
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stated, "I am under strong pressure ... because of the numerous crimes they have committed, I 

have never supported negotiating wilh this particular group. But I have agreed to amnesty. They 

'rvillnot be prosecuted for the crimes they have committed" (Temmennan, 200 I). 

Prior to the enactment of the Amnesty Act, President Museveni went to Gulu in late 1999. He 

stated that he had agreed to the Amnesty Act, but made no mention of dialogue. This caused 

most people in northern Uganda to believe that the government of Uganda preferred the military 

option to reconciliation with the LRA. 

Amnesty, as described in the Act, involves pardon and forgiveness. But unlike amnesties in other 

post conOict societies, the Amnesty Act was conceived prima1ily as a means of ending the 

conOict, and not, as it has been in other places, as a means of dispensing justice, or very cleverly 

choosing not to (Russell, Lorea and Elzbieta, 2006). It is an act of reconciliation, in that the 

people and the government wish to reconcile with the insurgents. 

ln addition, all LRA rebels were offered amnesty by the government of Uganda through the 

Amnesty Act of 2000. The amnesty Act protects from prosecution or any fonn of punishment all 

those who, since 1986, pruticipatcd in combat or who collaborated with or aided the perpetrators 

of war or armed rebellion. This exemption takes effect provided the rebels or any party to the 

connict repo1t to the authorities and renounce their association with the conflict (HR W, 2003). 

The government and the LRA signed the Agreement on Accountabi lity and Reconciliation on 29 

June 2007. It set out a national framework to address serious crimes, human rights violations ru1d 

adverse socioeconomic and political impacts of the conOict and to promote peace and 

reconciliation. The agreement provided for the prosecution in Ugandan courts of those who bear 

particular responsibility for the most serious crimes, to be complemented by traditional justice 

and other informal processes and reparations to be established in Jaw. 

The parties subsequently agreed to negotiate an am1ex to the agreement to set out elaborated 

principles and mechanisms for implementation. Human rights organizations emphasized that 

national trials in Uganda would not represent an alternative to Lhe lCC unless ce1tain benchmarks 

were reached, including fulfillment of the conditions that the trials were credible, impartial and 
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independent, applied appropriate penalties . and were consistent with international fair trial 

standards. 

The Uganda government provides services to child victims of war and their communities in 

liaison with the northern· Uganda Social Action fund (NUSAF), a peace, economic, and 

community development program serving all the districts in nott hern Uganda, including the LRA 

affected region. Under NUSAF, communities or groups can apply for funds for a variety of 

projects and programs, including conflict resolution services, vocational training, enterprise 

development and livestock restocking. Beneficiaries include, but are not limited to, victims of 

war. The program is notable for being the largest program in the north aimed at promoting 

employment among vulnerable youth (Bentacourt, 2008). Programs directed at youth only began 

in eamest in 2004 l'lnd 2005, however, and cover a relatively small proportion of the population. 

While it has been an impmtant complement to reintegration programs in the north, it has not 

been a substitute. 

The lack of national commitment to the problems in northern Uganda makes it difficult for 

nongovernmental and community-based organizations to secure the necessary assistance to 

implement their programs. Many organizations lack human and financial capital. 

Ambushes by the LRA often make travel difficult and dangerous to the lDP camps, which are 

home to millions children. Most organizations lack the capacity to collect and integrate evidence

based data into their decision-making activities and to launch and sustain long-term programs. 

Community-based women's and youth groups play a vital role in sustaining the social and 

economic fabric of the camps, but they work virtually on a volunteer basis and lack the capacity 

to undertake long-term projects. Coordination between national and international agencies is 

generally poor and non-existent in some remote areas (Vinck et al, 2007). 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND NGO'S 

At the local government level, the Gulu Development Office (GDO) coordinates Lhe 

rehabilitation and reintegration of former child soldiers for the entire northem region. The 

GDO's Psycho-Social Support program (PSSP) is the infrastructure through which all other 

organizations cluster to deliver psycho-social supp01t. The Gulu PSSP coordinates its efforts 
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through a loose prutnership of religious inst-itutions, local government agencies, volunteers and 

intemational organizations. In northem Uganda it is known as cluster coordination (Amnesty 

Commission, 2006). 

fn addition, UNICEF and Save the Chi ldren Uganda provide the bulk of funding for the PSSP. 

UNICEF is involved in a number of activities, ranging fi·om program reviews to capacity 

building at the local level. This is done to mitigate the impact of conflict on cruldren in northem 

Uganda. A substantial amount of money provided by UNTCEF and Save the Children goes 

towards support for community based recreation and cultural activities, both of which are critical 

in psycho-social healing (UNICEF, 2004). The Intemational Rescue Committee (IRC) facilitates 

counseling and support to abducted children as well as otphans. Action Aid assists in primary 

school education for formerly abducted children. The Gulu PSSP meets approximately once a 

month to discuss the ongoing support in the district. Synergies and gaps are identified and those 

that need to be strengthened are handled through a coalition based effort. 

The attitude of policy makers and the public in addressing the after-effects of war on children is 

critical to finding ways to reintegrate these children back into society. 

There is very limited literature on the finding of attitudes of pol icy makers on the reintegration of 

children into society. Children of war experience a process of socialization in armed conflict. 

As some scholars explain, child soldiers have been "socialized into a polarized ex istence of 

hostility." They are deprived of the n01mal culture and moral values of socialization usually 

gained from family and community. These elements have to be restored during the reintegration 

process (Deng Deng, 2001 ). 

International agencies and local NGOs exercise their influence in the content of the CRC and 

other treaties that aim at protecting the rights of children in general. However, their sincere 

commitments and efforts have gaps due to scarce resources, inadequately trained manpower, and 

Jack of cooperation from government and other bodies (Reichenberg and Friedman, 2000). They 

also promote ratification and implementation of treaties and advocate for national law reforms 

and campaigns to sensitize communities. The role ofNGOs in fulfilling the right to development 

will be, for instance, to provide suppot1ive services where female child soldiers can avail the 
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same opportunities as boys and help in making education a meaningful experience (Deng Deng, 

200 I). Scholars support this view when they assert that NGOs can lobby and advocate against 

the exploitation and abuse of child soldiers in various forms. 

Vinck et al, (2007) submit that peace building requires not only justice but also the support of 

resettlement and reintegration of children of war into civilian life. This can be fostered by 

international organizations. The UN has been very successful in assisting transitional societies in 

terms of consolidating peace and development. This has been possible according to Jareg (2005) 

through international organizations that have been involved in advocating for the rights to 

reintegration, especiall y of female child soldiers. They include; UNICEF, United States Agency 

for International Development (USAJD), International Community of the Red Cross (ICRC), 

Coalition to stop the use of child soldiers, World Health Organization (WHO), World Vision and 

World Food Program (WFP). They all have common objectives; to trace families, fund local 

NGOs, provide educational and vocational training, provide distinct health facilities to girls, 

especially girl mothers, and provide supp01t for psychosocial needs, trauma counseling and 

human rights advocacy to mention but a few. 

Several agencies established a number of reception centers to respond to the needs of returning 

children, in Gulu, Lira and other locations. Such centers had assisted some 20,000 returning 

children and youth. Chi ldren stayed from three to four months in the centers, which offered a 

vari ety of services, including medical assistance, family tracing, recreational activities, 

counseling and psychosocial support (Russell et al, 2006). While the children were at the 

centers, efforts were made to prepare families and communities for the children's return. In 

practice, support for children at reception centers vmied widely and was often inadequate, 

particularly in relation to health and trauma issues (UNICEF, 2004). 

Foreign donors contribute millions in aid to the north through the Consolidated Appeals Process. 

Food aid is in kind. While most households in the internally displaced camps receive food aid, 

some districts for instance, Gulu, Kitgum, and Pader, do not receive it or only receive it 

itTegularly (Jareg, 2005). Sadly, the war in the North has led to competition between donors who 
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often avoid coordinating thei r activities because, as one donor put it, (Suarez and StJean, 2006) 

"eve1yone wants to score. " 

While several coordination g roups of donors exist in Uganda, they tend to be venues for the 

presentation of report or shating of infom1ation, and rarely set out cooperative approaches that 

donors can rally behind. Local District govemment of(ices attempt to coordinate the work of 

local NGOs and register their activities, but are themselves under- rcsourced and weak (Allen, 

2006). 

In essence, a lack of coordination and overlap in programs remains a major problem throughout 

the n011hem dist:Jicts. 

Some of the humanitarian agencies in Northern Uganda include; 

Gulu Save the Child ren Organization (GUSCO) 

It was established in 1994; GUSCO rehabilitates and reintegrates fanner child victims of war 

back into civil society. The organization has two main program activities, based primarily at the 

Reception centre's, and also based in the community. Centre based activities consist of 

psychosocial counseling, and activities meant to enhance the child's process of reunification and 

reintegration with his or her community. A series of educational and vocational activities are 

provided for the children dtuing the community based activities. Main funders of GUSCO are 

Save the Children, Teres des Homes (TDH), UNICEF, and WFP. 

World Vision International 

World Vision International is a Christian based relief, development and advocacy organization 

that assists over 70 million p eople worldwide. This organization works to create capacity for 

vu lnerable groups in times of conflict (World Vision International , 2006). Work in Uganda for 

world vision commenced in 1986. The organization initially provided relief, resettlement kits, 

and reconstmction infrastructure. World vision now has the largest Child Rehabilitation Centre 

in Uganda which was established in 1995. This centre provides psycho-social counseling, fami ly 

tracing and reunjfication and reintegration of formerly abducted children. 
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According to Bu1man and McKay (2007), it is reported that, with the exception of WFP in 

northern Uganda, UN agencies are noticeably absent from confl ict-ridden areas. Even UNICEF 

has been slow to engage in the North. Tills implies that the needs in such as education, health 

care services, matemal ca:e and child protection remain scarce. This is partly due to the fact that 

donors are reluctant to fund because they hold the government accountable for its role in failed 

negot1alions with the LRA. So they have an inadequate emergency budget. However, among 

other NGO's, UNICEF supp01ts other reintegration programs like the Gusco-Centcr in Gulu . . 
town, Youth Social Work Association (YSA), Kitgum's Concerned Women's Association and 

International Rescue Committee (now Child and Youth protection and Development) which 

works wi.tb child mothers and female child soldiers. 

The Ugandan government's role in reintegrating and rehabi lilating child victims of war is argued 

to have been much more modest than NGO's and community's effort, however, it is beginning to 

expand. President Museveni in 2004 refened the case of the LRA to the International Criminal 

Court (Reuters Alert, 2007). Not only that, Moreno Ocampo (former ch ief prosecutor of the 

ICC) issued arrest warrants against LRA leader Joseph Kony and four senior commanders in 

2005. These rebels were accused of crimes against humanity and war crimes, inc luding murder, 

abduction, rape, mutilation and sexual enslavement. 

Several GO's and Human Rights organizations stressed the need for the ICC prosecutor to act 

independently and to investigate crimes committed by all parties to the conflict, including 

government forces. The involvement of the ICC added cffo11s towards the peace process, but 

potential tensions emerged over the objectives of peace and justice. The safety and security of 

the abducted children still with the LRA was a major concern, and there were fears that their 

safety would be fu1ther endangered if hostilities resumed (Allen, 2005). 

Community acceptance is essential for a child's reintegration, but preconceived ideas and 

expectations about children coming out of armed forces or groups, or the scars of violence 

commitled against families or communities could severely limit community supp01t. To prevent 

reprisals, communities have to be prepared for retuming children through raising awareness and 

education, which can sta11 with sensitization of community leaders, strengthening of local child 
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protection networks, peace and reconciliation education, and events aimed at encouraging a 

lasting reintegration of the cru ldren (Baines et al, 2007). 

The reception from the community, while strong and welcoming is not quite so unanimous. 

While almost no one repohed that their community blamed them for the things they had done, 

more than a quarter of returnees said that they were insulted by community members upon 

return, or that community members were afraid of them. Even so, these insults and fear did not 

·seem to deter their long-ter-m reintegration: 94% reported that they felt very or somewhat 

accepted by their community at the time. Moreover, there was no significant difference between 

the abducted and non-abducted in reported levels of 14 concrete forms of social support, 

suggesting that former abducted youth are able to fin d support with_in their communities 

(Mmithi, 2002). 

The reintegration of children of war faces a challenging process of reconciliation and mediation. 

Family and community reintegration takes time and must allow for an appropriate process of 

acceptance and roles. ln this context, community mobilization is as important as the more 

technical tracing and logistics of family reunification (Russell, et al, 2006). Adolescence is a 

time of establishing identity, and the child soldier may resist changing his identity from soldjer to 

civilian. Overcoming the mistrust they Jearn in order to smvive dur ing a time of conflict can be 

difficult when transitioning to civilian life (Stark, 2005). 

This is why reintegration programs must emphasize the opportunity to form positive, trusting, 

consistent relationships with adults, with an emphasis on a family-based environment. 

Experience shows that psychosocial approaches are more beneficial than Western derived trauma 

assistance interventions. 

Most humanita1ian initiatives arc based in or around town centers and cu1Tently fail to reach 

camps in highly insecure areas. New, more community-based approaches need to be developed 

to meet the needs of vulnerable children and to address more adequately what may be the 

symptoms of the profound social disintegration that has gripped northem Uganda (Reichenberg 

and Friedman, 2000). 
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One of the most crucial but underserved sectors of the population in n01tbem Uganda is children. 

Entire generations of children in the Northern part of Uganda have known nothing but war. They 

have lost out on education, employment, the enjoyment of political freedoms and social and 

cultural rights, and, by implicati on, the ability to become the policy-leaders of the future. Young 

people in the camps are restless and idle and thus susceptible to v iolence and other destructive 

behaviors (Oturum, 2006). 

Reception centers represented an imp011ant attempt at large-scale reintegration of formerly 

abducted children. They are credited with having played an instrumental role in the reinsertion of 

children back to their families and communities. In addition to providing basic medical care, 

anthropologist Allen, (2005), has emphasized their importance as " liminal space" a place for 

children to begin their transition from the bush to "normal" life. Social workers also seek to 

provide youth with counseling and advice-giving, individually or in groups. Perhaps most 

importantly, reception centers prove adept at locating the immediate and extended famil ies of 

returned youth and arranging reunification (Russell et al, 2006). 

Civil society actors, who have a vital role in reintegrating children of war, require external 

support. The demobilization and reintegration of these children requires persis tent advocacy 

from both civi l society and international actors. In addition, these children especiall y child 

sold iers must be specifically included in peace agreements and processes. 

This study will seek to find out if the relationship between attitudes of policy makers and the 

effective reintegration of children into society exists . 

Reintegration eludes easy definition. At a minimum it implies some resumption of livelihoods 

and social relationships, either to the life led before war or that of non-combatant peers (Kingma 

2000). 

In all cases, reintegration of ex-children of war presupposes some adverse impact of war, and a 

gap between ex-children of war and victims. According to the UN Security Council, past 

experience suggests that, ideally, the basis for a successful reintegration program should be laid 

within the peace agreement which provides for the end of a conflict. The parties should provide 

the inf01mation necessary of how to go about this process and challenges if any during the 
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negotiation phase of the process. The agreement should stipulate responsibilities of leading 

national institutions and other actors essential to reintegration, and should outline their basic 

approach to the problem, including strategies and time-frames (UN, 2004). 

3.5. MEASURES TO ENHANCE EFFECTIVE REINTEGRATION OF CHILDREN 
INTO SOCIETY 

It is a generall y held v:iew that once conflicts come to an end o r at least ·subside, return or 

resettlement becomes poss ible. However, looking at different literature, it is highlighted that 

internally di splaced people are faced with various challenges and problems when that time to 

ret1.m1 comes. The key principle that must be upheld is that of voluntruy retum in accordance 

with international standards of freedom of movement and the right to choose one's residence. 

The lack of attention to the return of children of war can jeopardize the entire process of 

reintegration. As a result. humanitarian agencies have increasingly become involved m 

monitoring the return of children and providing reintegration assistance. The dilemma of 

resettlement is that there is yet no consensus reached as to when to stop counting one as 

di splaced (Veale and Stavru, 2007). NWU· 
LIBRARY 

The main objective of this research therefore would be find out possible measures that, when 

implemented, would enhance effective reintegration of children into society. 

Reintegration of children in situations of armed conflict is a complex and long-tenn proposition. 

It begins with negotiating the release of children and their phys ical extrication from armed 

groups. The family tracing and reunification phase that fo llows is often complicated, time 

consuming and resource-intensive (Stark, 2005). 

Beyond the practical challenges of locating the families and communities of lost chi ldren, 

successfu l reunification must also address the less straightforward challenge of spiritually 

reconnecting children and their communities. This includes dealing with the sense of alienation, 

guilt or anger that children may harbor against families whom they may accuse of failing to 

protect them (Harlacher et al, 2006). 
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At the same time, reintegration programs must also take into account challenges related to the 

communities themselves being prepared to accept the retmn of their children, in contexts where 

atrocities may have been committed by those children in thei r communities. 

Traditional methods carried out in order to create and enforce justice and reconciliation are 

increasingly playing a vita l role in rehabilitation and reintegration strategies, building upon 

traditional no1ms to strengthen the protection of children in communities (IRIN, 20 12) . In a 

research conducted in Sien-a Leone, · local actors cited the most positive reconcil iation 

cxpe1iences as those that included traditional approaches. Child victims of war forced to commit 

atrocities during war reported that they had gained acceptance in their communities through 

dialogue based on traditional heali ng mechanisms. The efforts can-ied out in involving children 

in traditional approaches to justice and enhancing their role in community reconci liation requires 

fmiher attention (Allen and Scbomel1ls, 2006). 

Challenges associated with the durable reintegration methods of child victims in war affected 

communities and best practi ces in this regard indicate that a comprehensive understanding of 

reintegration is required. All reintegration programs should follow the Cape Town Principles, 

formulated to guide protection partners on the ground (Jareg, 2005) . 

For best results these programs must be founded on inclusive community-based programming 

and should be directed at all chi ldren in the community so as not to stigmatize child victims of 

war. They should build on the strengths of the children, especially their resilience, and children 

and youth should be consulted in the process. 

The child-conscious components of reintegration programs, which may be designed in 

cooperation with the Un ited Nations Children' s Fund, other relevant United ations agencies 

and non-governmental organizations with expe1tise in the field, should be planned, executed, and 

evaluated within the framework of the central reintegration commi ttees and monitoring bodies. 

This is vi tal because parties to a confl ict often fail to acknowledge that children are among their 

ranks, resulting in their exclusion from the benefits attached to the reintegration exercise (Annan 

et al, 2006). 
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ln addition, accord ing to scholars, since past experience has shown that on ly a limited proportion 

of children of war have participated in formal reintegration programs, it may be necessary to 

develop parallel plans to document, track and provide supp01t for those children who do not 

enter the fonnal reintegra!ion process . While the long-tenn nature of the tasks associated with 

the reintegration of children of war requires the involvement of development actors, a 

peacekeeping operation can be of vital assistance in launching this process (Humphreys and 

Weinstein, 2007) 

Cultural, religious and traditional rituals can play an important role in the protection and 

reintegration of girls and boys into their communities, such as traditional healing, cleansing and 

forgiveness rituals; the development of solidarity mechanisms based on tradition; and the use of 

proverbs and sayings in sensitization and mediation activities. Care should be taken to ensul"e 

that religious beliefs serve the best interests of the child, especially in areas where religion or 

cultural values may have played an important role in recruitment (Harlacher et al, 2006). 

Reconciliation ceremonies can offer forgiveness for acts committed, allow children to be 

cleansed of the violence they have suffered, restore cultural links and demonstrate children's 

involvement in civilian life. Such cet·emonies increase the commitment of communities to the 

children's reintegration process (Harlacher et al, 2006). 

Children should contiibute to the creation of appropriate reintegration mechanisms to improve 

their sense of belonging and capacity. However, it is also essential to understand and neutralize 

community traditions that are physically or mentally ham1ful to a child. After war, nations and 

people try to rebu ild their lives and avoid a slide back to violent conflict. Reintegrating ch ildren 

is a particular priority, in part for humanitarian reasons, and in part because failed reintegration 

can threaten economic recovery, social integration, and peace. 

On the economic front, research suggests that war leads to injuries, lost education, and lost 

opportunities. Unaided, human capital may be slow to re-accumulate, leading to persistent 

poverty. Socially, exclusion and alienation may also create a class with no stake in peace, and the 

ravages of war could leave psychological trauma and aggression. Together poverty and exclusion 

could threaten a nation's long term stability (Tajima, 2009). 
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Indeed, the fear of alienated, aggressive children fuels much of the policy and academic interest 

in Reintegration. Policy and practice have yielded many lessons learned, but scholars have bad 

few opportunities to assess the impacts of war, and to detemline why some individuals and not 

others are able to reintegr~te (Humphreys and Weinstein 2007; Tajima 2009). 

Scholars however, argue that there was no official rehabilitation and reintegration program in 

northcm Uganda. The majority of chi ldren leaving the LRA were captured by or surrendered to 

govemment forces, or escaped (UNICEF, 2004). Under military·proccdures, LRA childJ·en were 

to be referred to the UPDF's child protection unit and released within 48 hours. However, 

chi ldren were frequently held for longer periods and some were used for intelligence purposes or 

as guides to identify LRA positions and weapons caches. Fewer than half the returning child 

soldiers registered for demobilization with the UPDF, fearing the army itself, or rejection by 

thei r conununities if they were identified as LRA members. Those who did not register at 

reception centers and who returned straight home could not obtain an amnesty certificate or a 

resettlement package (Deng Deng, 2001). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.1. DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS 

This chapter discusses the methodology used m this research into the challenges faced in 

reintegrating and rehabilitating child victims of war for the purpose of building a complete and 

coherent pictw-e of what is progressing well within the CUJTent programs, what challenges still 

ex ist and to identify possible measures towards effective rehabilitation and reintegration. 

This chapter also discusses some of the practical experiences and challenges of unde1taking 

qualitative research in an area such as Northem Uganda. 

4.1.1. Discussion 

The study was carried out between 13th August to 17111 August 2012 and 07th to 22"d September 

2012 in two phases. The initial stages of the research mostly focused on listening to the life 

histories of the formerly abducted children, and included a few focus group discussions and 

some interviews with parents. These covered the Gulu and Lira districts. A group interview with 

the staff of Concerned Parents Association in Lira was also carried out. 

The second phase of the study concentrated on reintegration mechanisms in p lace and also 

involved interviews with some elders and focus group discussions. The second phase of the 

study was restricted to Gulu district only, because of time constraints. In spite of this, the initial 

stage also showed that much of the information about chi ld victims of war and the rehabilitation 

and reintegration practices were similar across the affected districts. 

The use of a qualitative research was important because it examined the nuances of resettlement 

experiences of the children of war, their involvement with family, other social relationships and 

socia l cultural activities upon return. 

The approach was also preferred because of the complex issues involved in the reintegration and 

rehabilitation of war-affected children in northern Uganda. As indicated in the previous chapters, 

the underlying concerns with respect to this challenge include loss of hope, innocence, trust, 

dignity and confidence, and a life characterized by shame, guilt, trauma and painful memories, 

not only among the children but within the community as well. 
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In addition to these complex issues, the nee9 for the community to recei vc and accept the former 

child victims also became apparent. The responsibility of all stake holders to do this, and the 

challenge thjs poses justified the use of qualitative research methodology as a tool to gain insight 

into how they handle the rehabilitation and reintegration of child victims of war. 

Furthermore, this approach also allowed for the children's stories to be told in their individual 

tone, context and affect. By narrating their own sto1ies, the child victims were able to relate not 

only to the conOid but also reintegration issues at national and community levels, as well as the 

difficulties and fears they had about reintegration. In this sense, the ch ild victims' own voice in 

letting one know their experiences allowed for a deeper understand ing of their predicament as 

well as contributing towards poss ible solutions for the challenges involved in rehabilitating and 

reintegrating child victims. 

There were several participant categories that were very important to the field work. In total 

about 126 people formally participated in this study either by narrating their ordeal in and after 

captivity, by being involved in focus group discussions and interviews, or through feedback 

meetings. Our participants were also categorized according to whether they were f01merly 

abducted children, elders or parents and institutional personnel. In all there were 67 participant 

child victims of war. 15 of these natTated their life history and cxpelienccs dming and after 

captivity, the remaining 52 young adults living in the community and school going child victims 

participated mainly in focus group discussions. 

The study also benefited from 12 community eJders in Gulu district and 5 in Lira district who 

participated in focus group discussions a11d in-depth interviews. ln addition 1] parents of 

formerly abd ucted children were interviewed. 5 institutional personnel, 9 teachers and 12 non 

abducted children were also participants, mainJy in focus groups discussions. Finally, the study 

benefited from a feedback team which consisted of four members as well as other infmmal 

interactions. 

During the study, the child victim participants were not segregated, the research team did not 

focus on gender differences but of importance was the fact that an individual had been abducted. 
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Exper iences of Child victims of war 

Being the central concern in tllis study, formerly abducted children were the primary category of 

participants. Fifteen former children of war, now aged between 14 and 29, participated by telling 

us their life histories frol}l the time of abduction. The team spoke to people who had been 

abducted as children even if at the time of our research they were already over 18 years of age, 

arguing that, despite their age when they participated in this study, they neve1theless had lost 

their childhood. In fact, the formerly abducted children who were now over 18 had spent a very 

long time with the LRA and the extent of their loss was the reason we considered them for this 

research. 

The life histories were recorded in order to understand their experiences from the time of their 

abduction, tlu·ough life in captivity, retum, to the point at which we interviewed them. All of the 

histories were taken in p1ivate either in a room we were offered or under a tree far from earshot. 

This was done because of the nature of the stoties that needed to be told. Plivacy would protect 

their dignity but at the same time give them space to open up as much as possible. The life 

histOiies provided crucial information relating to the research questions. 

Their permission was asked to record the session and we assured them that all of the information 

received would be used exclusively for the purposes of research. All of them accepted the 

recording. A questiom1aire was prepared as a general guide. A checklist was also prepared to 

achieve all the detailed data that was required. In spite of all these preparations, as the chi ldren 

nan·ated their experiences that the team often found themselves asking for details of those 

experiences rather than using the checklist. 

These personal experiences of the formerly abducted chjldren are described and discussed in the 

next chapter. 

Participants included child victims of war, school children (not victims of war), and members of 

the conununity (includjng elders, teachers, and NGO representatives such as GUSCO and 

Concemed Parents Association (CPA) and government workers). In total, 6 focus group 

discussions were held. Involving the staff from these organizations was impo11ant to this research 

because of the role they played at the reception centers. These stakeholders were the ftrst point of 

contact with children who returned through the reception centers. They were therefore selected 
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because of their involvement with the formerly abducted children and the rehabilitation and 

reintegration process. 

The formerly abducted childr en living in the community had mainly become young adults and 

were engaging in different socioeconomic activities in the community having either received 

some skills training from the NGOs or having settled in the community. Others were married. 

Their participation in focus group discussions was relevant to understand the community-based 

social reintegration in the mid-term. Elders in the camps were of criti1:;al importance to the 

research. Upon the reunification of formerly abducted children with :families and into the 

community, the elders carried the 'burden' of maintaining social equilibrium, taking into account 

the disturbing traits that the children had returned with from the bush. They would have to assess 

the psychosocial condition of the children and recommend them for cultmally appropriate 

interventions to allow for their reintegration. Their opinions about these children provided useful 

insights into the reintegration process. 

Teachers were also rellevant to the focus groups because of their central wle in schools to which 

many of the younger formerly abducted children returned. The teachers had the responsibility to 

guide, protect and inspire these children. They. were also points of contact between children who 

had been in captivity and those who had not, their participation and opinion about the formerly 

abducted children was: therefore c1itical. Along with teachers, the participation of non-abducted, 

school-going children also offered insights into how the f01merly abducted children interacted 

with peers, as a measure of reintegration. The non-abducted school-goiltlg children interacted 

with the former abdu<Ctees on a daily basis during school time. Their OJpinions could provide 

ideas about the possibiilities for and difficulties of the reintegration process at the school level. 

Focus group discussions usually took place in open spaces such as under the trees. In a few 

cases, especially with the staff of organizations and some teachers, the discussions would take 

place in a hall, office or classroom. A focus group discussion guide was prepared in order to 

direct the discussions. These discussions were nmmally led by a research assistant who wrote 

down and partially recorded some of the proceedings . Unlike the life histoJries, it took some time 

before we felt that the: information on community involvement in the reintegration process was 

saturated. This could have been the result of the fact that, initially, the community felt at a Joss 
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about what to do with the returning childrep. It was their first experience of such a widespread 

social problem. 

The study engaged the actual involvement of individual child victims of war, who told their 

stories of abduction and related their experiences of captivity and return home and of 

reintegration. Active participation in knowledge creation was also fostered through the focus 

group discussions that were held in schools with various groups, includip.g elders, school 

teachers, formerly abducted children who are now attendin·g school and non-abducted children. 

All of these different pa1ticipation groups contributed knowledge and experience about 

abduction, captivity and reintegration and rehabilitation practices, either through first-hand or 

second hand expelience. 

Through their practical participation, revelations and experiences, the participants directed the 

research process. The researcher made decisions on the direction the research should take on the 

basis of the comments and inf01mation obtained. For example, originally the research had not 

conceived of the participation and recording of the experiences of formerly abducted children in 

the school setting, nor of the pa1ticipation of teachers and non abducted children who could also 

relate their experiences with child victims of war. However, initial contact with the elders, the 

formerly abducted chi ldren and institutions pointed towards education and the school as an 

important part of the reintegration system. 

The research assistants left the selection of individuals who would pruticipate in the actual focus 

group discussions to the community leaders, who had better knowledge of their community. The 

positive acknowledgement of these power relations, where each pa1ticipant was left to utilize 

their status and knowledge to the full, made the research process possible. The pruticipants were 

not only objects but also the subjects of the research. Under this arrangement, the researcher took 

responsibility for considering and implementing various suggestions that were made, feeding 

them into the design of the research when appropriate. 

The relevance and importance of the subject of research "protection or violation: challenges 

facing the reintegration and rehabilitation of child victims of war", not only to the victims 

themselves but all concerned parties cannot be overstated. In addition, the involvement of 
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knowledgeable elders and teachers, NGO staff and the district officials in charge of humanitarian 

assistance gives a high level of reliability to our research processes and results. The involvement 

of institutions as major actors in this research was also very valuable. These institutions included 

the NGOs, the Amnesty Commission, and the UPDF's Child Protection Unit, schools and the 

traditional Acholi institution headed by the Acholi Paramount Chief known as "Kel Kwaro" in 

Acholi. 

ln addition, there were different NGOs dealing with different aspects of rehabilitation and 

reintegration of chi ld victims of war. For example, provision of food was the preserve of the 

World Food Program, others such as the Achol i Religious Leaders Peace Initiative focused on 

education, War Child Holland specialized in children's play and World vision on values and 

creating life skills. The needs of an individual's life were segmented according to what NGOs 

could offer. This in itself is a phenomenon which needs to be reflected upon, especially 

regarding the power that institutions have over individuals and communities in humanitarian 

emergencies . 

4.1.2. FINDINGS 

EXPERIENCES OF CIDLD VICTIMS OF WAR 

The findings are gu ided by the research questions identified in the objectives, but are grounded 

in the voices of the participants. This chapter answers the question: What are the experiences of 

child victims of war in no1them Uganda? ln this section, the researcher reports the experiences of 

the children, mostly in their own voices, offering an empirical explanation of what children 

experience, know and do, and how they adapt to hostile life in captivity. The information is 

mainly based on the cxpe1iences of some of the children we talked to in the camps and schools. 

Their stories began from the moment of abduction through their time in captivity, to reception 

centers and back home. The sto1ies give an indication of what it was like living with the LRA, in 

addition to recounting their individual experiences. The combined stories highlight life in 

captivity with the Lord's Resistance Army. 

The abduction of children in northern Uganda occw-red on a massive scale, with children taken 

into captivity and forced to be involved in active conflict. However, if children 's involvement in 
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war is viewed only from the perspective of the numbers involved, there is a risk that we only 

obtain a general outline of tl1e war experiences of abducted chi ldren, at the expense of individual 

expc1icnces. Such generalities obscure the important details of war experiences of formerly 

abducted children, yet tl1ese particular experiences expose and reveal how much help 01ey need 

after their return home. 

Each experience is unique tn its own way and providing detail s about them exposes the 

hardships, struggles and survival strategies of the ch ildren in captivity. ParticulaJ' stories also 

give one the chance to learn and identify with these innocent young victims what life was like 

when abducted by the LRA rebels, through the eyes of the ch ildren. 

Interviewed at St. Augustine church in Gulu distnct, Eu nice (fictitious name) was living with her 

grandmother at the time of the interview, Eunice returned straight into the commw1ity without 

going through any of the reception centers. At the time of the interview, she had gone back to 

school and had been engaged in some Christian activities for children in school. Her story shows 

how the LRA conditioned children to kill and loot through the use of threats: 

Abducted at the age of 10, Eunice tells her story; 

"I was abducted.from Agago: I had gone to the garden with my mother. After digging for some lime, my 

mother told me to return home. On my way home l saw two soldiers coming. I tried to run but they 

ordered me to stop. They told me that {f l ran they would shoot me. I became afraid and stood in one spot. 

n1ey came and asked me where I was going. I told them I was going back home. They i11Sisted that 'are 

you really going back home?' I told them. yes. They asked me where I had been; [ told them I was fronz 

the garden. One of them ordered me to drop my firewood clown and threatened that if I didn't drop it he 

would kill me. I dropped the firewood. He commanded me to lead the way .for them; we moved for some 

lime until we reached where the bigger group was. They received me and offered me cooked greens to 

eat. I ate it and immediately after that we started moving. I was given three chickens to cany. We kept 

walking until we reached Anaka: by the time we reached there it was dusk and they decided that we spend 

the night there. 

In the morning we started moving. we moved and moved and moved until when the chickens became 

heavy for me. I started crying; they asked me if I wanted to cry and added that if l kept crying they would 

kill me. They again asked me if I was tired; I told them I was not tired because if you admit that you are 

tired they kill you. They asked again, 'you girl are you tired?' I told them I was not. We continued to 
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move; we moved, we moved and moved; when we· reached a certain place they got two women and they 

joined us. 

We were sent to loot; two of us were ordered to break into locked shops in Anoka trading centre. They 

collected sugar and biscuits. !hey gave us the biscuits to eat and we ate them all; when we ate the 

biscuits they told us thm we were to start moving. The women who were abducted were given the beans 

that were looted from Anoka camp to cony; the ve1y place where they had looted the sugar and biscuits. 

There were Mo sacks of beans. We moved and moved, and reached, which place? We ·reached under a 

certain tugu tree (pa/m .tree). They ordered thP. women to cook. The women cooked and cooked and we 

cooked. We ate the beans and spent the night there. 

On the next day we continued the walking. We were two girls; they told us to look for food in people's 

field. The girl told me: ' ... if you can listen to me let us escape. You see now we are suffering; we ore 

tired even our feet are swollen, let us escape and go back home'. I told her that 'aaah, my friend we shall 

be caught'. She responded that 'if you want to remain then remain: I am going '. I told her 'I am also 

ready to go home'. It was four months. We started coming. 

it was at dusk; we met a certain old man. When he saw us he dashed off running. We stopped him in vain; 

he ran away. We moved on till we reached a certain garden; we uprooted cassava and munched. We 

moved towards a certain valley and got sorne honey and somebody 's simsim (sesame seeds) hidden. We 

also got some and ate. We came under a certain tree and we wanted to spend the night there but since 

there were bees we moved n bit aside under another tree. 

in the morning. the g irl suggested that we could uproot more cassava for munching; we went and 

uprooted cassava and munched. We do not even know the owner; we uprooted cassava and munched. We 

came back; we started moving again. " "[don't know the p lace. it is there. I here. there; but it was in the 

midst of a jungle. We could hear birds singing and there were many wild animals. It was really a thick 

.forest. When we saw like that. we started moving: we saw the soldiers; they were the government soldiers. 

We hid and hid,· the soldiers passed near us. When they passed, we got up to check and we could not see 

them. We walked and walked and walked until when we were about to reach A naka camp. We could see 

the soldiers: we said that if we moved further they would shoot us. It was already dusk we decided to 

sleep in the bush nearby. We were htmg7y but there was nothing to eat. There was nothing completely to 

eat; we just 5pent the night anyhow in the forest. It was so cold; our clothes were all torn. We only had 

some skirt that they !tad given us; it was also torn. 

In the morning. we started walking towards Anoka camp and the soldiers saw and asked us to go to them. 

We started going to the soldiers. The other girl asked m e if they would not kill us, because from the bush 

we were told that if we escaped, the government soldiers would get us and kill us. We all the same walked 
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towards the soldiers. The soldiers took us; they took us to the barracks. It was Anoka barracks. While 

there, they gave us food, we ate. We even listened to the radio. We heard ourfe!low returnees talking over 

the radio. We asked them to bring us home. They refused. They told us that if we knew our way home we 

could go on our own." "Yes, they 'Said they were not going to take us to any rehabilitation centre. They 

said they were already tired of ta!.:ing people to rehabilitation centers. We got frightened thinking that the 

soldiers would kill us. It was getting dark again; they gave us food to eat then we bathed. They gave us 

things for covering ourselves. The next day they gave us clothes and we changed; they put us in a certain 

vehicle and told us if we f...?1ow where our home was we could go. They asked us if we knew where home 

was and we told them it was in Anaka camp. From there we were taken to the LC; from the LC a bell was 

rung to call people; people came from Anaka and Alero camps. They were told that if anyone knows that 

we were his/her children they were free to take us. 

I saw my grandmother; my real mother had died of asthma. T also suffer .from asthma and .from time to 

time I get the attacks. Those who abducted me wanted to kill me because l was coughing so much; I 

begged them not to kill me. When I saw my grandmother, she received me and took me home. She bought 

for me clothes. I stayed and stayed then I started going to fetch water. The children at the well would tell 

me look at the girl who has returned from the bush, look at her red bulging eyes; the spirits of those she 

has killed will make her kill us; let us get away. The children disturbed us and J would c1y at the stream. 

That is what happened. " "In the bush they make you carry luggage. For me I was made to carry three 

chickens; they also added a veJ)' heavy kaveera (polythene bag), which I could not carry. They ordered 

me to cony and said that if l refused they would kill me. That is the trouble of being in the bush, but also 

we walk long distances even if a thorn pricks you, they do not allow you to remove it. You walk, there are 

no clothes to wear, vegetables are just boiled and you are to eat; it is also very cold. We were beaten but 

also one day a certain man who was abducted was escaping; they caught him and ordered us children to 

beat him. We beat him,· at .first, I did not want to beat him, but they threatened me that if I do not want to 

beat him they would kill me. f then started beating him. He died. They shot him: they killed him. 

We burnt Alero camp. They A.illed many people. The J.i.ds were given to us. I was given one kid to kill. 

They told me to hit it on the tree; I hit its head on the tree just once and it died. 111ey said if I refused to 

kill, they would kill me. We were not sent to attack (ambush) vehicles but another group did it. " "The 

children within our home did not disturb me; when they saw me on arrival they all cried. But the children 

I met at the stream called me names. They said look at her, a returnee, a killer; she will kill us. You have 

killed so many. I responded by crying. I live well with my grandmother and I am free. There is no one 

who disturbs me even up to now. It is only cough that I stiffer from because my mother and father died of 

asthma. 
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{When I returned home) they made me jump over layibi (stick for opening the granary). The Sisters 

organized (for me prayers). From Alero when we came, the Sisters, Sr Magdalene who lives in the parish, 

invited me and started teaching me prayer songs. She encouraged me to join the catechumens and I was 

bapti::.ed on I 8 November 2005; 1 was confirmed from Alokolum. I was received very well. 

I did not receive counseling services. Sr Magdalene encouraged me. She told me not to worry about what 

my colleagues do to me, I have already come home. "I will not think qf going back to the bush; it is nice 

to stay home but it is hard to stay in the bush: you CIJ' anytime, you cany very heavy luggage, when you 

cry they threaten to kill you.1fyou say you want to come home, they threaten to kill you; you should never 

say you want to come home. When they ask you if you want to come home, you should respond that you 

want to stay in the bush. There is nothing good in the bush completely. They loot from people in the 

camps. Sometimes they even .forget the looted clothes and they rot in the bush; sometimes they give their 

wives and they wear: some are given us'for covering ourselves." I like it in church now. I had nightmares 

when I had just returned before Sr Magdalene started praying over me. One time I dreamt that we were 

burning Atiak camp. I screamed and ran out and hid in the bush. My grandmother had to go and look for 

me. When I have nightmares 1 feel weak and pain in the body and sometimes I gel sick. Sometimes the 

environment looks cloudy .for me and sometimes I even lose appetite. !feared when they asked me to kill 

that child; I was worried that if 1 killed that child its spirit would haunt me and I just wondered what I 

would do. Nothing has happened to me. " 

This story tells of this girl's journey from her familiar home environment, of the threats used by 

the LRA while in captivity, her time in the bush where she observed and committed murders, and 

her subsequent return home, where she feels safe in the family home but is taunted about her 

already painful experiences by children in the neighborhood. She finds comfort :fi·om the nuns in 

her church and is happy to be involved in some organized activities. 

Most of the experiences that were told by the children were similar. Other stories tell of ill

treatment, hunger, and lack of water, death, battles, killings and sUivival. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1. CONCLUSION 

The rehabilitation and reintegratio n of former child so ldiers is challenging enough in a benign 

post conflict environment. Unfortunately, U1e situation in northem Uganda is anything but post 

conflict. The protracted confl ict in nori hern Uganda has and wi II continue to place cllildren at 

risk. This, coupled with a lack of integration and cordination between govemment and stake 

holders in the field of child soldiers, makes for a disjointed and fragmented rehabilitation and 

reintegration program. The s ituation in northern Uganda demands strong ownership and political 

will to ensure that these forn1cr child soldiers are given every opp01tunity to thrive socially and 

economically. 

Successful rehabilitation and reintegration of child victims of war is difficult. Stakeholders need 

to undertake a holistic approach in order to form a cohesive program of rehabilitation and 

reintegration. Children of war can be successfully reintegrated into their communities and lead a 

normal li fe that is socially and economically fu lfilling. By allowing the LRA to abduct these 

children , as their custodians we arc denying U1em a bright future. 
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5.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The government of Uganda bears the bulk of the responsibility for improving the rehabilitation 

and reintegration process of formerly abducted children in notihem Uganda. It is important for 

the govemment to continue peace talks and offer amnesty to former child soldiers in order to end 

the conflict. Not only that, government should also create a secure and stable envirorunent in 

which ex-combatants can start living normal lives. 

Long lenn p lanning is also required by the stakeholders worlcing in n01ihern Uganda. Many 

stakeholders distJibute large amounts of money for short term projects although these projects 

will not be beneficial in the long run. As a result, there is no money available for the children 

who were not initially targeted, but are still in need of assistance. Contingency planning by 

NGO's would greatly benefit in providing assistance to the children in need. 

Education and vocational programs for formerly abducted children in northern Uganda are much 

needed. Such programs are essential for children who have missed several years of school. 

Placing formerly abducted children back into the grade they were before abduction, when they 

are now several years older, only fu1tl1er frustr~tes them. Additional education assistance to 

formerly abducted children is necessary. The education system in northern Uganda needs special 

educational programing for formerly abducted children, including conflict management skills, 

psychological support and social interaction. 

Reception centers shou ld be restricted to providing shelter, family tracing services and 

assessments of living arrangements. 'While this is occw1ing the child or youth must be provided 

adequate medical care and receive refeJTal to community programming and supports. 

Community progranuning must be inclusive to all community members to avoid labeling and 

stigmatizing the returning cbjld or youth to a greater extent than already exists. These programs 

should focus on empowennent and leadership training to improve upon their self esteem and 

sense of agency within their communi ties. Also, these programs should strengthen tbe skill sets 

they already have and explore opportunities within the community for these individuals to use 

those skills. Families must be provided with more assistance and follow up upon receiving these 

children and youth back. It should not be forgotten that families have also suffered tremendously 
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as a result of the war and terror inflicted upon the general population. They too require additional 

suppo1t. 

Children and youth must be provided a voice and be actively involved in planning their future. 

This not only applies to education and employment but also in regard to where they would I ike to 

reside. Children and youth should not be forced to retum to their parents and families under the 

assumption that this is the best place for them. It is potentially much more harmful than helpful. 

Alternative living a1Tangements must be further explored. 

Programming must be fl exib le and take into consideration unique experiences, skills, strengths, 

and individual, family and community characteristics which impact reintegration efforts. The 

specific factors that contribute to the success or failure of such reunions must seriously be 

explored and integrated into planning and policy. As well, the changing Acholi structure of 

family and community must always be considered and programs must be responsive to these 

changes. 

A process of dialogue and negotiations at national and local levels is necessary to create an 

atmosphere o[ peace and stability in northern Uganda. Not only that, community as well as rebel 

leader should be involved in the negotiation and mediation processes in order for the conflict to 

receive the attention it dese1ves and in order for the peace process to be a suceess. This will also 

bring solid agreements and cessation of hostilities to the abducted children in northern Uganda. 

Special attention should also be paid to economic and social reconstruction of the shattered 

villages, districts and towns in Acholiland. This will help the Acholis to rebuild their shattered 

economies, inprove their li v ing conditions and prospects of hope lor the future. This will also 

create a positive step towards the reconst:mction and reconciliation of Acholiland. Such efforts 

should be unde1taken by the govemment of Uganda with the help of the international community 

in order to create an atmosphere where feelings of hoplessness and frustration are replaced with 

hope for reconciliation, reintegration, reconstruction and economic resettlement. 

Westem psychological techniques have been argued to be inadequate especially when compared 

to local or traditional approaches. Western techniques, although arguably they should not be 

totally ignored, deflect attention from real survival issues, which include the loss of livelihood, 
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separation of children from parents, and a lack of schooling. But these in our view must include 

the trauma suffered by the children in the rebel ranks, their participation in killings of their own 

relatives, and the dehumanization and alienation suffered by the communities in IDP camps over 

prolonged periods. All th~se traumatic, social-cultural and psychological problems have to be 

confronted at once in the community. 
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Figure 1. !V'ap of Uganda with LRA affected areas shaded 
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ANNEXTURES AND APPENDICES 
CONFIDENTIALITY AND ETIDCAL GUIDELINES AGREElVlENT 

ANNEX 1 - FOR RESEARCH INTERPRETER 

As an fntetpreter, I fully agree to uphold and abide by the rul es outlined below. 

I. Keep all names and information confidential 

Confidentiality - means that information is not shared outside tbe setting where it was 

obtained; it is kept private. 

ln the case of this study; 

• This means that we will not reveal the names of the participants w ho participate in the 

study. For the intetpreters, this means that we will not discuss or reveal names of 

participants to anyone except the study team. 

• Interview matetials that we wiU be using should be safely kept at all times and are not to 

be shared with anyone except du1ing the course of the interview. It is important to let the 

patticipants know what the study is about and the nature of questions we wi ll be asking. 

2. Protect the safety, securi ty and privacy of the interviewee at all times. 

3. Translate what the interviewer and interviewee say verbatim; i.e., I will not distort the 

meaning of what is said during translation. 

4. Ask interview to stop the interview if requested by the interviewee. 

5. Interviewers not raise expectations ancl/or make promises that cannot be fu lfilled. 

Name & Signature .. .......................... . 

Date ............................................ . 
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Al\INEX II 

I NFORMED CON ENT 

(This form is to be read and e~plaiocd to the interviewee. lnterviewers must be certain that it is 
understood before any interview is conducted.) 

(Greeting), my name is (interviewee) my colleague is (name of interpreter) who will translate for you and 
me. We are conducting some studies regarding the protection of chi ldren who were affected by the LRA 
conil icl. 

We arc interested in knowing your story. What kind of things you did when you were younger, where you 
lived and also infonnation about your family that you would like to share with us. 

We would also like to know, bow you became associated with armed groups, how you lived in the armed 
group, what you did and how you felt about it and how you left and how your life is today. 

Wl1at you and other young boys and girls tell us wi ll be used to assist policy makers to plan appropriate 
programs of reintegrating and rehabilitating all the chi ldren affected. These programs will also include 
wbat you like yourself. Your experiences will also help us understand children who have been affected by 
armed conflict and know how well to assist them. 

If you agree to be interviewed, we will agree on a time and place that is comfortable, private and safe. 
You can choose the place. lfyou agree, I will record and at times write what you tell me. I would like you 
to know that when am writing 1 won't use your name or anyone's real name to protect you and the people 
you talk about. 

During the interview, if questions are upsetting or difficult to answer, you can choose not to answer those 
questions. If you do not wanL to answer a question, just tell me and we will proceed to the next one. 

Finally, if you decide not to want to continue talking wi th me we will stop our discussion. It is okay to 
make that decision and you can make it anytime you want. 

ANNEX III - INTERVIEW GUIDING QUESTiON AIRES 

Can you tell me about your early life? 

IJ.Ihere you are from 
How old are you 
Whom did you live with 
Do you have any siblings, how mru1y? 

1. Could you give me some more information about your relationship with your family and the 
community you live in before being abducted? 

2. Were you in school before the abductions? When? 
3. Do u remember when you were abducted? 

How old were u then 
Can you tell me where that happened? 
Can you tell me where they took you? What did they do or say to you 
Did you try to refuse? 
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4. Were you alone when they took you. If not, what happened to the ones you were with? 
5. What was your role in the military camp 
6. How did you find life in the bush? 
7. How long were you abducted 
8. Was there anything that you liked while you were with the anned group? 
9. What was the worst thing you had to face or witness while in the armed group? 
I 0. How were the other children treated and what roles did they play? 
11. Did some leave while you were there? How did they leave? Where did they go? 
12. Did you experience any violence yourself? If yes, would you mind describing that? 
13. Did you have any physical or psychological problems linked with being a soldier? If yes, how it 

did happen and bow you dealt (deal) with that? 
14. How did you manage to return/escape? 
15. Upon return, how did you get assistance, where were you taken/where did you go? 
16. Have you been through a reception centre? Which one? How long did you stay there? 
17. Did you have any fears or anxiety? What was the reaction of your fami ly and community? 
l 8. What is the general perception of the community to child victims of war? Did you receive any 

support? 
19. What do you think could enJ1aoce effective rehabilitation and reintegration or chi ld victims of 

war? 
20. Do you think there are any threats that you will be recruited? If yes, why do you think this may 

happen? 
21. I would like to know if sometimes you think about the future. What do you wish to accomplish? 

Ask about general questions as to how the child thinks reintegration and rehabilitation can be made 
more child friendly. 

To ease the tension, take a few minutes to divert for instance talk about the weather. 

GENERAL GUIDE FOR THE FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSIONS. 

I. Briefly explain how the community perceives child victims of war in general. 

2. Why do you think some of them joined armed groups? Were they abducted, joined voluntarily 

etc? 

3. What is your view regarding child victims of war? Do you know any former ch il d soldiers? Js so 

what do you think of their retu rn? How is there relationship with the community? Do you see 

them as a threat? As impure or as innocent children who were forced to become soldiers? 

4. What do you think should be done to improve the perception of the community towards child 

victims? 

5. Do you Lhink the government and GO's have done enough reintegrating and rehabilitating these 

children? lfno, why? 

6. Are our elders and religious leaders helping these children? How? 
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